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SOEN SA 'NIM GOES TOCIDNA

Soen Sa Nim and Chinese Ze�Master enjoy a roundojDharma�ombat an Puto Shan Island.

,A-GENTLE RAIN: The
unremarkable visit ofThlch
NhatHaJih
by Ellen Sidor

For seven days in September the, hustle-bustle of the Head Temple of the Kwan
Um Zen School where some 40 Zen students and their families live and train, uias

.

subject to the gentle 'influence of Vietnamese Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh, the reo

nownedpoet, -scholar andpeace activist. Providence Zen Center, his East Coasthost
for this rare visit to the United States, provided the setting for a 4·day mindfulness
workshop and several public talks. The Buddhist Peace Fellowship coordinated his
travel schedule.

Living In exile in France since 1966, the slim, collected Zen Master has been an

untiring advocate ofpeace through a change of heart's and minds. He is the leading
·voice of "EngagedBuddhism" and a founder of the Tlep Hieri Order, the Order of ln
terbeinq. AboutA5 people attended his 4·day uiorkshop, held in the Diamond Hill
Zen Monastery on the PZC grounds, In which he taught mindful walking me_dltation
and how to use mindfulness in everyday life. He held tea ceremonies and a precept
ceremony to which many children were invited Durinq his stay, he also gave a schol- .

arly talk on theHeart Sutra.
.

Continued on page 3

byDiana Lynch

In. September Zen Master Seung Sahn became the first Korean Buddhist monk to go
into China since the Communist takeover. South-Korea has had no diplomatic relations
with China since then, andperhaps Soen Sa Nim planted some seeds of reconciliation
and trust that the politicalpeople-have not been able to. Traveling with him on the 3-

v week trip were 20 people, including monks and laymen, Koreans, Canadians and
Americans, old students and new.

We visited temples that had been destroyed during the CulturalRevolution and which
were now being rebuilt by the government: an amazing statement about death and re

birth, about change. We met with oldmonks who not only had been forced out of their
temples to work in factories orfieldsfor �p to 20 years, but also to give up their identi
fication asmonks and any semblance of'formalpractice. Yet you could see in their calm
and smilingfaces that they hadattained what realpractice is about.

The pilgrimage began with long train
rides through the south of China, from

Hong Kong, to Canton, then to Shao Guan

where Nan Hwa, the Temple -of'the Sixth
Patriarch is located. We passed rivers, often.
with water buffalo cooling off in them, and
lush green rice paddies interspersed with
taro and vegetable. We saw peasants work
ing everywhere, mountains poking straight
up exactly as in Chinese paintings. The

magnificence of the country transfixed us

all.
In this early part, of the trip we got ac

quainted with the excellent guide supplied

by the China Youth Travel Service, Mr.

Zhao, who was very open and knowledgea-
,

ble about his country's good and could-be

improved-upon parts. He was very helpful
to us because few of us knew very much
about China, except for John Chan, (an
American born Chinese from Berkeley who
is writing his PhD thesis on the history of
China and who worked out much of our
itinerary), and Jon Solomon ( a young Zen
student from Cambridge who had learned
fluent Chinese at Brown University and
from having lived in Taiwan and visited in

Continued topage 4

THESWORDTHAT KILLS AND
THE SWORD THAT GIVES LIFE:

Finding balance in Zen practice
by Zen Master Seung Sahn

world for several days of teaching, School
reports, and ceremonies.

The following talk was drawn from a lively
question and answer session between Soen
Sa Nim and his students at the 3rd Kwan
Um Zen School Congress. Master Dharma
Teacher George Bowman was the modera
tor for this session. The School Congress,
which takes place every July at the Provi
dence Zen Center, is a major gathering of
Soen Sa Nim's students from at/ over the

GB: Last night we met in small groups to
discuss the most important issues of our
practice; The major issue was balance: how
to find it in the midst of formal practice as

Zen students, families, jobs, relationships,
etc.

There are two formal aspects to Zen

practice: the killing' sword and the sword
that gives life. The killing sword means how
do we give ourselves to the situation? How,
without repressing, do we let go of our con
dition, opinion and situation and really of
fer ourselves to what's going on in t-he mo

ment? For most of us that requires a fair

.

Continued on next page

Talks and interviews with:
Lincoln Rhodes ..........•......... 3
Dr. Danette Choi.............•..... 5
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and a book review 7

The next issue of PRIMARY POINT
will focus on the "Balancing of Ameri
can Buddhism" conference held at the
Providence Zen Center on September 14
and 15. Included will be ·talks by Zen

Master. Prabhasa Dharma. Ruth Deni

son, Ana Pema Cbodron, Dr. Joanna
Macy and excerprs from the lively Satur

day night panel discussion.
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THE SWORD
THAT KILLS

AND THE
SWORD THAT
GIVES LIFE'

continued/rom previous page

; .

amount of hard work. Sometimes it's pain
ful and difficult. If we try to live that way
all the time, only being "good" or only. tak
ing certain roles, most of us find that it
doesn't work. We become brittle, irritable,
out of balance. We do many things with
such a charge behind them that we put our
selves in precarious situations.
The other aspect is the sword that gives

life: the experience of empowering' our
selves, doing things which come naturally,
that we love to do and find fulfillment in.
When we do too many of these things, most
of us get a certain softness or flatness.
There's no keen working edge to our prac
tice. It's hard to believe in ourselves if we go
too far to that side.

. ,

So there's a swing between "putting it all
down" in formal practice, Ii fe at a Zen

Center, the demands of family and job and

relationships, and on the other side, em

powering ourselves' and being happy so that
our lives are workable, so that we can be the
kind of people in the world that other

people would like to be.
These two aspects come up in many dif

ferent dimensions. On the simplest level,
they arise with the inhalation and exhala
tion of the breath, sitting completely and

receiving experience on the cushion, and re

ceiving what comes up in family life and all
the other areas. How to balance all this was

the major issue that came out of last night's
meetings.
In talking with Soen Sa Nim now, it

would be nice if we could get into the spirit
of heckling him a little. It's hard to do that,
because Whenever you ask him a question
you are taking your life in your hands. I am
reminded of the relationship between An
anda and the Buddha. The Buddha would

give long Dharma talks and then Ananda
would say, "Yes, but what about men and
women and what goes on between them?"

. The Buddha would make some reply, then
Ananda would say, "Well, "it's all welland
good for you to say that, you're the Buddha
(or the Zen Master). People fly you around
everywhere and everyone bows to you, but
we're here, slugging it out in the trenches.
Bow about-us?" so a little bit of that spirit
would be helpful. Soen Sa Nim, last night
many people talked about balance and do
ing hard training. How do we find balance?
SSN: Many people are confused about

what their job is: how much they should
practice, how much they should take care

of their family. Sometimes this gets unbal
anced. So we must talk about our direction.
Why are we living in this world? Direction
is very important.
If your direction is clear, then your rela

tionships will be clear, your outside job will
be clear, your inside practicing job will be
clear. If your direction is not clear, it means
you are holding some 'opinion, condition or

situation. Then already you have lost what
is important. Many people want to drink
alcohol and have a good time. If this mind

appears, you cannot have a correct relation
ship to your family or your inside and out

side jobs. Your practicing will not be clear.

Nothing will be clear.
Everybody has this mind: I like going to

movies, I like ice cream, good restaurants,
going around everywhere. Single people
want a girlfriend or boyfriend to have a

good time with. We have a lot of this

"wanting a good feeling" mind. And good
feeling is sometimes necessary, but first,
what is most important? If we understand
this, then family, relationships, job, practi-

cing will be no problem. Everything will be
correct and balanced.
Q: How can we balance things which help

our and other people's spirits grow, like
music and art, that are not just having a

good time or doing formal practice?
SSN: If you live outside a Zen Center,

you decide how often to go. If you go two

or three evenings a week and do hard prac
tice, then maybe one evening you want

music, one evening of seeing friends, maybe
one special evening like yoga or sornet hing.
It; your center is strong, you already have

everything. If your center is not strong,
then you want many things: music, art,

sculpture, tai chi, karate, connecting with
other religions. Then your head gets comp
licated. Is this necessary?

I f your center is strong, in one week you
can do 10 or 20 different jobs without dif'Ii
culty. Then coming to a Zen Center once a

week would be enough. But if your 'center is
not strong, coming to a Zen Center more

often is very important, because you will
not be having a correct relationship to your
family, your outside job, your music or

anything. An eminent teacher once said,
"When you drink water, understand
whether it is cold or hot." Everyone under

stands, you understand, whether your own
center is strong or not. If it's not, then com

ing often to a Zen Center is necessary.

Having a clear direction is very important.
I

.

Q: Many people have responsibilities out
side of a Zen Center which they cannot give
up. But if they don't come often, their cen
ter will not remain strong.
SSN: Then you must decide about practi

cing at home and make a schedule of wak

ing up early. Maybe you want to sleep until
6:30, but you must wake up at 4 when

everyone else is asleep and do bows. Your
center will become strong. Try that. It's dif
ficult, but you can practice at home.
GB: Recently I was at Jakusho Kwong

Roshi's center at Sonoma Mountain and he
talked about what happens when they have

training periods there. Whether it's a week
training period or longer, people from the

community come to a meeting at the center

and work out a practice schedule for them
selves. at home. Everyone in the sangha to

gether decides that they're going to take this

time, whether it's a week or a month, to

make more of an effort. They might come
to the zendo once a week or not at all, but
everyone does it together. The people who
can't come at all do a little more than they
ordinarily would.
SSN: I like Richard Shrobe, one of our

new Master Dharma Teachers, very much
because he has great love for his family and
is also very responsible to his job. When he
would occasionally come to the New York
Zen Center, his center was very strong. I
would ask him, "Do you have any prob
lems?" He would say, "No problems,"
So as an example, his not coming very

often to the Zen Center wasn't a problem
because his direction is clear. Before he
came here, he used to go around to a lot of

yoga centers and other meditation groups.
Then he came here and found his correct

way. He found every day life practicing.
Taking care of family and his outside job,
that is Zen. Moment to moment, he is prac
ticing Zen. I understand his mind.
Why separate your family, your job, and

Zen? Master Dharma Teacher Bobby
Rhodes is an old student and she doesn't do

as much tormal practice as before. but

every day her practice is to take care of her
family and go to her job. Even if you arc a

very good student, if you check your family.
your job, your feelings. your condition.
you will have a problem. So don't check.

just do it, ok ?
Zen is every day life. Every day mind i,

Zen mind. If you keep this mind, no prob
lem. Keep your direction clear and try.
Make a mistake, try again. Lots of think

ing, try again! Even if you live at a Zen
Center for a long time and do many ret rears

and hard training, but you still check your
self and hold onto things, still your life will
be unhappy and unclear.
Moment to moment, just do it: that's our

direction. That is Zen. Then your family
and your outside job and your practice arc

never separated. They are the same direc
tion, the same point. Try it. If you cannot

do it, then you must do bows many times, a
thousand times a day.
Q: Many of the people who run Zen Cen

ters and the School get over-tired from all
the responsibility and worry and emergen
cies, then they feel "I don'rlike this. I don't
want to practice. I don't want to do my
job." We call this "burn-out." What can

we do about it?
SSN: So you have a baby. It's your baby.

This baby has many problems. At night it
cries, shits, or crawls around a lot. That's

. not so bad if you just take care of it. So t-he
Zen Center is your baby. I f it becomes sepa
rate from you; this "I don't like it" mind

appears. What is your direction, the pur
pose of your life? You must take responsi
bility for the whole universe, for all beings.
You must find your original job, then this
"burn-out" mind will not appear. If you
hold onto your situation, your condition,
your opinion, then this mind appears.
This isn't a good example, but when I

stayed in Korea, I had no problems. I was a

Zen Master and everyone took care ofme

kept my rooms clean, did my laundry,

of the night. But as it gets older. you don't
. have to do that anymore. Also. when you
came to this country. you had to work to

get money, it wasn't for the rest of vour
life. There are some' people (whether 0; not
they are living in a Zen Center) who are

pushing themselves very hard. beyond what

they can really do. Then they burn out.

SSN: So direction is very important. If
your direction is not clear. burnout

appears. If your direction is clear, it never

appears. Even if you are dying, if your
direction is clear, it's no problem. So we

practice. I f you have energy, no problem. If
you have no energy, burnout appears.
Every day correct practicing is necessary.
Earlier this summer I was very sick before

going to Paris. Breathing was so difficult, I

almost died one night. Then I went to Paris
on a charter flight and there were many
problems: standing in long lines, carrying a

lot of baggage, so I got very sick again. My
body had no energy. Diabetes means not

much pain inside, but having no energy.
Everything is uninteresting. "I don't care"
mind appears. If you have a lot of energy,
helping other people is no problem. So get
ting energy is very important.
Q: How did you get your energy back?
SSN: I am talking to you now. That is

how I get energy. If today or tomorrow, I

die: no problem. Worry only means losing
energy-"Oh, what shall I do?" Worry is
number one bad. If you don't worry about

anything, then whenever you die, no prob
lem. Only follow the situation, then slowly
it will get better.
Q: . All of these questions that 'people

t::i . asked ypu about balance and burn-out and
.S

c5 getting a strong center, and having a clear

.s direction, you always answer, "If you have
� a clear direction." So my question is, how
� do I get clear direction?
� SSN: So I ask you, why do you eat
t::s

'C> everyday?
Q: I haven't the foggiest idea. (Laughter)
SSN: That's your direction. Why do you

eat everyday? For what?

Q: I understand your question, but I
don't know the answer.

SSN: You have no answer? Then you
don't understand your direction,
Q: Right! (Laughter)

c5l SSN: Then I will make your direction

� clear. Everyday before bowing we say,

� "Sentient beings are numberless, we

vow ...

"

Q: "tosave them.';
SSN: Good! That's your direction. If'

only your mouth is saying it, you are not

doing it. So do it.

Q: But when I say, "to save all beings,"
it's not true.
SSN: Why isn't it true?
Q: Because l...
SSN: You are checking your mind. Don't

check, ok? Just do it! I eat everyday, so

only "sentient beings are numberless, I vow
to save them all." So I eat. Then this think
ing appears, "That's not true." That's
what I mean by checking.

Taking care of family and outside job, that is Zen,
moment to moment practicing.

brought me food. Many people liked me,
came to see me and took me around in good
cars. I stayed in beautiful houses, going
anywhere was no problem.
When I came to the United States I had

no money, so I went to work in a laundry
Nobody understood that I was a Zen Mas

ter. I was a laundry-working man, carrying
heavy loads of clothes to this store and that,
picking up all the dirty clothes, washing
them, being sent all around every day. At
night I had a lot of pain and fatigue, rut I

always practiced. My older students under
stand this!

Some other old monks who have come to

the United States to work found it very
hard. They wept and were too tired to prac
tice. This means the mind is very important.
I never worked this hard'with my body in
Korea, not just 8 hours a day, but 12 hours
a day at the laundry job. But even with the
hard work, I always practiced bowing and

chanting in the morning and evening. If I
didn't work at any outside job, r couldn't

get money to pay for my apartment and
food. It was difficult. But that was my job.
Q: I under.stand that. If you have a baby

of I or 2 years old, it gets up in the middle

"I vow to save them all" means wlien
you're doing something, just do it, moment
to moment. That is all. Moment to moment

keep the correct situation, the correct func

tion, the correct relationship. If someone in
front of you is very hungry, what can you
do? Don't care? Everyone understands
correct situation, correct function, only
they cannot do it! We understand it only in
ourspeech, 'lf someone in front of you is

hungry, give them food. If they are thirsty,
give them a drink. Understand?

If you go to New York City to 42nd
Street, there are many people begging, but
other people just pass them by. If you have
money, even if it's only ten cents, give it to
them. That is helping. But we cannot do
even that.

Doing is very important. Small or big
help, it doesn't matter. Just do something.
If you understand this, you must try, then
your understanding becomes wisdom. If we
don't try, then understanding is only under

standing and 'cannot help our-true self, our
direction, our life, our practice, or save all

beings. So only. do it. Don't check your
mind. That's very important. 0
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The following talk was taken from the
opening speech at the Slimmer Kyol Che (a
19-day intensive retreat) held at Diamond
Hill Zen Monastery on lilly 30. Lincoln
Rhodes, who is Abbot of the Kwan Urn Zen
'School, supervised the design and construc

tion of the monastery, a process which star

ted in the winter of 1983-84 when the first
trees were cut to clear the building site.

;
It's a treat to be up here, because I will

finally be able to use this building in the

way it was intended. For several years we've
been building it, so it's very wonderful to be

leading a retreat here.
Whether you've been a student of Soen

Sa Nim's for a long time, or even if you just
came here thisweekend, you've all heard a

few talks about Zen. "Zen mind is everyday
mind." "Only pay attention." "Wh-en

you're washing dishes, just wash the

FINDING YOUR SPOT
by Master Dharma Teacher
Lincoln Rhodes

dishes." "When you're doing something,
just do it 100070."

If that's all Zen is, why go to the trouble
of building a monastery? We did go to a lot
of trouble to build it, for instance, just get
ting 34,000 pounds of roof tiles up on the
roof! Why do that if Zen is just paying
attention to everyday mind? I see a lot of
you came from places like Kansas or Toron
to. You can wash dishes in Kansas. You can

payattention in Toronto. Why come this
far?

The Buddha was a very high-class teacher,
so he said it was because human beings have
desire, anger and ignorance. I'm not so

high-class, so I would say we come here be
cause we're crazy or dumb. The Buddha
was a much better diplomat that I am. Say
ing we're dumb doesn't sound nice.
About five years ago I was really dumb. I

went on a lOO-day retreat by myself in a

cabin in lhe woods for the winter. Many
things happened on that retreat, but coming
up here to speak tonight reminded me of

Continued on page J2

A GENTLE RAIN

Continued/rom page J

Thich Nhat Hanh was accompanied by
his student, Sister Phuong, director of
Plum Village, a peace comrnunity which
Thich Nhat Hanh established in the south
of France. About 10 people live there
pursuing mindfulness practice. Plum Vil

lage is open to visitors only one month

during the year. In a talk to the PZC com

munity, Sister Phuong spoke of her ex

periences during the Vietnam war and her'
ongoing efforts to feed and educate the
refugees, especially the children, from
that and subsequent conflicts in Vietnam.
Sister Phuong. is a lay member of the Tiep
Hien Order.
Thich Nhat Hanh's attendant for this

American visit was Arnie Kotler, a Berke
ley Zen student who was secretary to

Richard Baker Roshi. Arnie explained
that Vietnamese Zen "is a complete blend
ofmindfulness practice and zazen"

-

In a talk at PZC, Thich Nhat Hanh dis
cussed the practice of Buddhism in
America.

CZC resident VanLoc Tran and Sister
Phuong discover that thej have �he same
Dharma name- "Barefoot Sister. "

"I think most of the Americans who
come to Buddhism .are intellectuals,
young people. And the door to .enter the
Dharma is not the door of faith, but the
door of psychology." He noted that in

looking at the encounter between Budd
hism and Western civilization, people
often speak "as if the West has never had .

Buddhism. Therefore it is interestina to
see what is Buddhist in non-Buddhist
traditions. That way we can better under
stand (both) Buddhism and Western civi
lization. I think that the encounter be
tween Buddhism and Western civilization
is a very exciting event in our century.

. Something Important might happen be-
cause of that.

"

"A number of you who have come to

Buddhism seem to have rejected every-
, thing that is faulty in Western civillzatlon."

It is courageous to abandon everything in
order to engage oneself in the search for

Thich Nhat Hanh andMu Soeng Sunim, "£!ir_ect,orojDiamond ifiliZen Monastery;
enlightenment or liberation And you what is happening in front of you and

-s practice veryhard. Many Asian Buddhists around' you how can you understand ,

� have great respect for that kind of cour- your true nature?' It is not by closing your
'" age and frankness. eyes that you see your own nature. On the

� "Buddhism is not one; there are many contrary, you must 'open your eyes wide
C kinds. And there will be a truly American and wake up to the real situation in the
�
...... form of Buddhism, which many of us world to see completely your whole

look forward to seeing. It is possible that Dharma' Treasure, your whole Dharma
Buddhism will get a fresh- start in Ameri- Body. The bombs, the hunger, the pursuit
ca, because America is still very young of wealth and power-these are not sep-
and vigorous." aratefrorn your nature."

In discussing the alienation from Wes- ••
'
••••

tern. SOciety that many American Budd
hists seem to have, Thich Nhat Hanh said,
"It is like a plant pulled out of the soil,
which cannot be replanted. Even if you
try, the plant itself resists. The soil does
not seem to be' fit for the plant I think,

something is wrong with the soil; and

something is also wrong with the plant.
Meditation is to find out, in order to make
a compromise."

'Using the analogy of a tree, in which
we are leaves being nourished by the
roots, Thich Nhat Hanh spoke of the ac

tivity of the leeves which is n�cessary to
nourish the roots.
"All of us are not only children of

society, Vie are the mothers of society.
We have tp nourish society. But how can'

we do that if the stem linking the leaf
and the tree no longer exists? Society
needs us, especially when we have an in

sight that can help change SOciety, make
It into a more livable place. Therefore,
trying not to be alienated from society is
very important."

In his' recent book, A Guide to

Walking Meditation, (available from'
Fellowship of Reconciliation, Box 27,
Nyack, NY 10960) Thich Nhat Hanh says,
"The practice of walking meditation

opens your eyes to wonders in the uni
verse. It turns Samsara into the Pure Land.
It lets sorrow and worry fall away, and

brings peace. But walking meditation
also helps us to see pain, anguish and

suffering. When we are aware we can see

clearly what is happening in life. I often
tell meditation students, 'If you can't see

"Every path in the world is your walk

ing meditation path. Once you are awake,
you will not hesitate to enter these paths."

••••••

"When I returned to Europe after trying
to help the boat people, I felt thatWestern
lifewas not life. It seemed strange 'to me.

After seeing refugees who had suffered so

much to survive at sea, I landed at the air
port in Paris, and driving home I passed
cities and supermarkets with colorful
lightS. It was like walking in a dream.
How could there be such disparity? Her-e
people were seeking pleasure with liquor
under neon lights. There people on the
sea were pursued, robbed, raped and
killed. Aware of suffering, I rebelled'
aga�nst the superficial way of life,"

••••••

Thlch Naht Harth's visit seemed to
have a profound impact on students who
attended his retreat and talks at PZC.
Buddhist Peace Fellowship board mem

ber, Ruth Klein, a long-term PZC resi
dent and coordinator for, his East Coast
visit, noted inclusion of women in every
thing. "There \Vas a clear, conscious pat:
tern of referring to men and women in
his speech. I asked Sister Phuong if he
had had to work on that and she said no,
he had always been (awarejthat way," In

discussing the retreat (in which she act
ed as Iiason between Thich Nhat Hanh
and PZC and Diamond Hill Zen Monas
tery), she said: "It was clearly designed
to beaccesslble to families, and to be re-

. spectful to men and women in their
family responslbllltles.' Ruth said that

.!:; Thich Nhat Hanh makes no distinction
�
� between monks, nuns and laypersons.
� "Your status in the Tlep Hien Order does
i:l:: not depend on whether you are celibate
.s or not."

-
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A Zen' student who was born in Viet
nam, worked in Cambodia and lived
at PZC, becoming Head Dharma Teacher
before she moved, Van Loc T.ran said,
"Thich Nhat Hanh's gentleness and
humility has reached the very depth of

my being. f still feel a lot of joy and
sadness at this moment. A retreat can be
done in a family, among friends. A teach
er Is not very necessary. The commitment
to practice mindfulness, understanding
and love is sufficient for a good retreat.
There is nothing such as 'personal.'
Everything is 'inter-being' with each
other. What we do will affect other peo
ple, trees, amlrnals, in a word, the whole
universe. This helps me be more and
more aware ofmy actions and 'words."

Jim Doran, Director of Cambridge Zen
Center, said of the retreat: "I saw how a

different form of practice (mindfulness)
opens different perspectives. When you

.

met somebody or were just walking by
another person, you came to a complete
,halt, looking at the other person, hap
changed (palms together) and smiled,
then continued on your way. After several
days of this I got a tremendous hit; I was
so used to our Zen style of avoidence in
which if you're practicing hard on "a re

treat, you avoid making eye contact with
the other participants. Here the practice
was the very opposite. You were

"supposed t,9 make eye contact, smile,
and as you hapchanged, say to yourself,
tA lotus for you, the Buddha to be.' So
with this form, other people became an

opportunity to practice, instead of being
a possible hindrance or -distraction (that
would)water down your retreat.,

.

"the qualities of joy and ease were

built into the forms or the retreat and
even the schedule. I saw in rnlndfulness
practice a more flexible form for family,
career, regular lay life."

Several peoplewho came to the retreat
from other Zen schools were angered by
the relaxed style and left, one immediate
ly foHowing the orientation. .Thich Nhat
Hanh had asked people not to get up ear

lier than the scheduled time (of 6 a.m.) in
order to do their own practice, but to fol-

, �
low his form. After training In the Kwan
Um Zen School for a number of years,
Ruth Klein noted that she found it even
more demanding and disciplined to relax,
go slower, to taketlrne to breathe and be
.-r.indful. At one point Thich Nhat Hanh
observed, "Many people seem to view
their practice as an obstruction to their
lives." Ruth reported that he often said
"Practice is joyful. If it Is not, you are do

Ing something incorrect,"

Foliowing this East Coast villit, Thich
Nhat Hanh and his attendants went west
for public talks and workshops in Color
ado, Texas and California, leaving many
people with "new appreciation of the rich
ness of mindfulness practice and walking
meditatlon.vAs Ruth Klein said," I exper
ienced him as'a gentle rain that slowly
seeps in."O
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from the fields. who bavicallv act as cuv-

A SIDE TRI
.

todians and museum guides. t�kin!,! touri,t,' P TO MAN,CHURIA
around to see the new structure, !,!oJn!,! up ,

and the few remaining artifacts that were

not destroyed. and some vcrv vounu monks
who have very little teaching'a�'ailahle,

It will be some year, before there will be
any real practice going on in the temples.
until they are rebuilt and there arc more

monks, Also. the government is financing
the work and its, aim. understandabl�'
enough. is to make some moncv from tour
ism, Probably the government also feels
that Buddhism itself can 'help the count rv

. too. so practice is not discouraged-there

just isn't much time for it yet and there is

virtually no sitting practice, As horrible as

the Cultural Revolution was. those same

temples had been dcst royed and rebuilt al

ready a number of different times, Perhaps
when anything gets too powerful or loses its
aliveness to form for its own sake. some

thing comes along to destroy it so that the
pure essence can reappear",
FromDeng Feng and Louyang we went.

again on an overnight train. to Shanghai
and then through Hangzhou down to Ning
bo, staying on the �ay at quite a large
temple far from the beaten path. a surprise
on our itinerary which turned out to be an

important highlight. There we got up at
'

4:00 AM and practiced with the monks.'
doing first their chants and then ours, The

feeling of solidarity we experienced as we

perambulated around the large Dharma
Hall in the early morning with those monks
and some lay people made the' whole trip
worth while, somehow, even though by
then people were getting a bit tired of all the
long train and bus rides, the endless though
delicious Chinese food, and just the general
frustration that can arise from an extended

,
travel with a large group.
Then we took one more long bus ride and

a 5 Yz hour ferry ride out to Puto Shan, de
finitely the most interesting part of our

Buddhist tour. Puto Shan is literally Quan
Yin's (Kwan Seum Bosal's) island. There
had been over 200 temples built, on the is
land in honor of' the Bodhisattva, and al
most all of them had been destroyed during
the Cultural Revolution. Now about I II of
them were being rebuilt. To make matters
even more interesting, there was a beach
and we could .put our tired bodies in the

,

,
ocean=-Nirvana! " ..! r

At each temple along the way Soen Sa,
Nim had tried a bit of Dharma combat with
the various old monks we met, but no one

was really able to respond with any' but
think ingi style answers, But at the first'
temple w_e visited on Puto Shan. a monk
brightened when he heard Soen Sa Nim be

gin the, dialogue, andsaid, "I cannot an
swer you, but I know who can-and heis

waiting for you at another temple!" So
with feathers on our feet we made for the
other temple-and sure enough, we met a

great Zen Master, 77 years old, clearly the
real thing. The twinkle in his eyes and com

plete, lack of pretentiousness lit up the
room. Master Dharma Teacher George
Bowman, asked him if he could give one

word to help us-and his response was. "I

have nothing to give you." He meant it. It
was as if all the I, my, me had been worn

away and only his smile remained:

After Puto Shan we returned to Shanghai
via a short sojourn near the beautiful city of
Hangzhou which isat the edge of Westlake,
truly lovely. There we had our closing circle
talk before returning by plane: to Hong

I

Kong'. Soen Sa Nim ended bysaying that it
didn't really matter if one could do Dharma
combat or not, but what was important was
whether a strong center and gentleness and

compassion had been attained. We certain

ly had experienced those qualities in the

monks we met, who have. stayed loyal to
their strong direction through so much su f

fering. Soen Sa Nim also said that he be
lieved there were probably some great
monks living in caves and small hermitages
in the mountains, waiting for the time to be
a little more right before reappearing,
It was an amazing experience to be able

to visit China with Soen Sa Nimf' to see

where so much of our practice had its roots.
to hapchang. to those old monks who had
endured and transcended so much, It made
us realize how incredibly lucky we are to

have the luxury of being able to practice
and have the Buddha, the Dharma and the

Sangha-the Three Precious Jewels-so
readily available. 0
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CHINA TRIP
Continued/rom page 1

China previously). Without the two of
them, the trip would have been vcrv dif
ficult indeed. When we visited th� old

monks, Soen Sa Nlm often engaged them in
Dharma combat, and Jon-would translate.
It would have been almost impossible with
out an interpreter who knew Soen Sa Nim's

style,
After visiting the south we new to Beijing

in the north and got quite a different ;ie\�
of the huge country. Beijing. administrative
and political head of China, gave us a look at

history-the Summer Palace. t-he imper
ial Palace, the Ming Tombs and the Great
Wall. We were able to make contact with
some officials 91' the Chinese Buddhist As

sociation, which hopefully will oren the
door for future contacts between Buddhists
of 'China and the West. and also South
Korea.
From there we took an overnight train to

Louyang, capital city of China unt il the end
of the Tang Dynasty. and famous as the be

ginning 'of the "Silk' Road" to'the Arab
countries. Tired from the long train ride
we boarded a bus for another s�veral hour�
out to Deng Feng: miles and miles of rug
ged roads through farmlands where very
few tourists ever go.

....
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DancerMyung Sook Chun demonstrating at YonBian Performing Arts School in Yen
Ji, Manchuria. '

,
'

'

_

back moved them to tears. News of her
arrival spread quickly. Soon a special work
shop with almost 300 dancers. some even

coming from other provinces. was schedul-
.,

ed. She was amazed at the qualitv of their
, technique, and also that all of them seemed
to be Korean.

They did many dances for her and then
Insisted that she, perform for' them. They
were very excited to have such a greafartist

:

come and share so much with them. T'hey
wanted her to teach them, not only about

Korean dance but also about modern, irn

provisational and Jazz dance. As she
watched them, she began to realize that

although their outside' technique would be
considered excellent anywhere in the world
they lacked something on the inside. Spon
taneously she began telling them (without
using Zen words) about Zen practice, about

__ developing a center from which dance
would evolve. They were very excited and
wanted more of her teaching.
With great difficulty she finally extricat

ed herself so that she could try to find some

relatives whom she thought must still be liv
ing in the.area. Everyone began to help her.

They finally located an aunt, the wife of a
doctor in a medical school. After a long,
harrowing drive far into the countryside,
travelling by car with four new friends and
relatives over almost impassible roads, she
found a half-sister, two years her senior.
Neither had known about the other.
The half-sister was living In very poor cir- "

cumstances and told a story full of heart
ache and dead ends during the Cultural Re
volution. Even though, like Ms. Chun, she
had been very good at gymnastics and other
studies in school, she was never able to con
tinue them. Both women cried and cried.
Such different karma! But how wonderful
that they could connect after 5.0 long.

.
Ms. Chun finally left Yenching, accom

panied on the 16-hour train by one of the
most famous dancers in the area, who

/

wanted to use every possible moment to •

learn from her new teacher. It was with
great joy and relief that we greeted Ms.
Chun in the lobby of a Hong.Kong hotel at
the end of her adventure. She hopes next

year. to return to Manchuria with some Zen
students and dancers-s-and, perhaps .even set

up a Zen Center t_bere. She says that Zen
and dancing are not different for her, 'and

,

that she wants. to teach this in depth to the
performers there who seemed so

interested.0 /

A fascinating sidelight to the China trip
was the almost spy movie drama that en

sued for Myung Sook Chun, a weil known
performer of Korean traditional dance in
New York City, who left the tour in order
to Visit her birth place. Ms. Chun was born
in Yenching, Manchuria in a Korean com

munity 42 years ago and at the age of 2, was
secreted out of the country' to South Korea
with her mother and some friends after her

<,

father, a prominent, wealthy community
leader, was killed. A "long-term student of

,
Zen Master Seung Sahn and well-known to

many East Coast Zen Center people, Ms.
Chun runs a dance studio in New York city.
All her life she has wanted to.go back-to

Yenching to find out if any relatives re->

mained. ; She had heard that in this particu
lar' area there were many dancers like her

self, who were continuing the Korean cul
tural tradition. When at Soen Sa Nim's sug
gestion, she expr.essed interest in going 011

the China trip, it wits not at all clear wheth
er she would be allowed to go into this
particular region .of China, However,
having a lot of. faith, she decided to go'
anyway and justtry. ,,'

After we arrived in China, she talkedto
Mr. Zhao, the national guide, about her sit-.
uation. He understood how 'important it
was and helped her arrange the trip. She
had hoped to have companions, even one

person to help with the language, but this
proved impossible. Feeling a little uneasy,
but knowing she had to do it, we left her
alone in Shanghai to await a-flight two days
later. Had any of us known it might be dan
gerous for, her to travel alorie, we might
have worked harder to find a companion.
Korean style, Ms. Chun didn't want to

worry us, and with a big smile waved us off
to our next temple.
The flight took her to a place that had no

connections to Yenching. She had to go
back to another taking-off place so it took
an extra day and lots of lucky karma to get

-
.

to Yenching. She met people along the way
who were eager to help her, some who
spoke a little English and even some visiting

/

from Korea. She had no idea what to expect
when she finally reached Yenching.
Through a series of wonderful .happen

stances, she met some performing artists.
When- they .discovered who she was, they
were ecstatic. Since she is very famous in
her field, they had all heard of her and they
treated her like a princess. The fact that-she
had been bor� there and' wanted to come

,

Reunion after 40 years: Ms. Chun and
her aunt in Manchuria.

There were people everywhere, imprint
ing the realization that China truly does
have one fourth of the world's population,
pulling, pushing and lifting endlessly it
seems. Although the land itself is beautiful,
there is little to relieve the eye from the drab
ness of the way people live, even -though
now there is at least something to eat for
almost everyone. Many changes have been
and are continuing to be made over the

years since Communism took root in China
and as they find out what works. We were

impressed with how pragmatic and experi
mental the government is, especially since
the end of the devastation caused by the

sadly misguided Cultural Revolution. We
found that nowadays people can own their
own homes or apartments if they can afford
to do so and also can earn more money if

they work hard, and even run small private
businesses, More and more the country i�

trying to open up and catch up to the rest of
the world, after its long period of being
completely closed off. There is more free
dom and less fear of the influences of the
West, although perhaps with some good
'reason (as some of us felt when we returned
at the end to the glitter and materialism of

Hong Kong) there are attempts at 'control

ling what kind of influences they want.
.

Near Deng Feng we visited the Shaolin

Temple and climbed the steep trail to the
cave where Bodhidharma sat facing a wall
for nine years. Some of the young monks
and nuns hiked along with us. In the tem

ples now there are the very old monks, back
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Dr. Danelle V. Choi. who founded

Hawaii Dharma Sa in Honolulu nine years
ago and who has known Soen Sa Nim for
many years. recenlly began teaching at

the Paris and Palma de Mallorca Zen Cen
ters. at Soen Sa Nim's request. This qilt.ed
woman. whose teaching is from the Sutra
of the Lotus Flower of the Wonderful Law,
has drawn large crowds allracted by her

energy and psychic gifts. Taking time out

from a busy schedule in Hawaii, she spent
much of the summer giving talks and per
sonal counseling in Paris and Spain, and
is credited by Palma Zen Center Abbot
Joan Insa with revitalizing that center.

Since she started teaching with Soen Sa
Nim several years ago, she has traveled

extensively with him, especially in Europe
and South America.
A native of Korea, Dr, Choi was able to

predict the future at the age of five. Be
cause of this gift, her parents, who were

Chirstien, supported ber« s�arch within
Buddhism for answ(rs1."'(/pable to find a

temple that would teke-aer spiritual search
seriously, she went into

-

the mountains
during her high school years. Upon her re
turn home, people began seeking her out
for personal counseling.
She came to Hawaii in 1967, married

and worked in various businesses for' 10
years. In ] 977 she founded the Dharma
Buddhist Temple and held several large,
traditional Buddhist ceremonies such as

the Festival of Land and Sea to let the

people of Hawaii know that the temple
existed.
In ] 982 three hundredpeople gathered

at Kapiolani Park for a World Peace Cere

mony. Among the distinguished guests
were Soen Sa Nim and Aitken Roshi. In
] 983 Dr., Choi conducted a joint uiork

shop and Precepts Ceremony with Soen
Sa Nim and his students. She received her
Dharma Master Certificate in 1981 in
Korea from the denomination which [ol
lows the Lotus Suire. In 1982 in Los
Angeles she received a PhD in Reliqious
Science, She gives spiritual counseling to

people in all walks of life,
Although her personal style of practice

differs from Soen Sa Nirn's, she emphe
sizes the great value of his teachings and
has incorporated such forms as the 108

prostrations and living in Zen centers into
her own teaching. This article is drawn
from an interview conducted in July in a

Palma de Mallorca restaurant between Dr.

Choi, Joan and Antonia Insa (Abbot and
Head Dharma Teacher at the Palma Zen

Center), and Do Mun Sunim, a Kwan Urn
Zen School monk who was former Vice·
Abbot of the Providence Zen Center and is

currently helping develop the Paris Zen
Center as the Yice-Abbot there,

J: Maybe you can say something
about how you know Soen Sa Nim, when
you met him.

,

DC: I know him from a long time ago,'
but officially it's four years ago. We had
a Land and Sea Ceremony in Hawaii and
I invited him, I've practiced Zen and the
Dharma for years, Ever since I was

DR. DANETTECHOI TEAC.HES
IN PARIS AND SPAIN

young, I could perceive people's kar�a.
J: What was your idea in starting

Hawaii Dharma Sa?
DC: When I was 18, I decided to leave

. Korea and live a social life experience
for 10 years. So at 19 I went to Los Anqe
les and then to Hawaii, where I have lived
for 20 years. There were already 10

Japanese temples and a Zen temple in
Hawaii. I got married and gave birth to a

child. I was involved in various busi

nesses.. a restaurant, a jewelry shop, a

gift shop, import-export and real estate,
So for 10 years I learned what life is all
about. Truth by itself cannot give the
truth of human life, so during those

years I did that, attained what is human

suffering, what it is to feel human. Now
when people come to see 'me, attorneys,
or waitresses or electricians, I can under
stand their feelings. That 10 years was

my great experience, better than my
PhD experience. .

J: Are' Korean Zen and Japanese' Zen
different?
DC: There's no difference. Zen is Zen,

ok? Why make a distinction? You only
make trouble. Zen is Zen. Find your true
self. Some people say, "I am a strong
Korean Zen student," Or Soto Zen, or

Rinzai Zen. If you really attain truth,
you'll never call it Korean or Japanese or

Soto or Rinzai Zen, That's just style. If>

you say that you are making yourself'
stupid. When you attain Zen, you don't
care who you are. You're white or black
or rotten, it doesn't matter.

. J: Do you see a difference between the
karma of different countries, like Korea,
America, France and Spain?
DC: That's interesting, Karma is all the

same. In this whole world everybody is
the same. Today yqu are Spanish, but
when you are reborn you may be
Korean. I can't make a distinction. As

long as we are human beings we are the
same. I don't understand people saying,
"I am Soviet, I am Communist" or "I am

'American, I am qreat.". They- are only
talking about this life.·

DM: One time you said to me that a

monk's job is compassion. But some

times when I practice hard and cut into

my karma, it's difficult. Then maybe I'm
too strong on the outside. Can you give
me any advice on that?
DC: Monks are supposed to be corn

passionate and have great loving kind
ness. When some monks practice too

hard, their center gets strong and they
think they should act harshly on the out

side, But that's not a great monk's job,
Better they go cut wood or clean the
toilet. Even though you have a strong
center, you must have great compassion:
Soen Sa Nim already told you, you

must have correct function in your life
and loving kindness. Just acting strong
on the outside means you don't have a

. strong center. Your practice is only
building up an ego I not your Big I. Whe
ther you're a monk or not, you need

compassion and loving kindness so you
can save all beings, You must have a

wide open door and not hold your condl
tion. When you hold your condition and

your opinion, you can' never be a great
monk. Open the door wide. No condi
tion. It's like using a mixer. Put in all the
carrots and potatoes and everything, and
come out with soup. So a monk's job is

being a mixer. If you hold your condi
tion, the mixer is going to break. Then

you cannot grind the carrots and

potatoes.
J: What is the function of Dharma tea

chers in Palma?
DC: Both of you, (Joan and Antonia)

are already doing a great job. Teaching
new people how to sit, how to chant, how
.fo practice together. That is already
,doing great Bodhisattva action. You say,
"l'rn not enlightened so I shouldn't be a

Dharma teacher." Don't say that. You are

gaining enlightenment together.
Dharma teacher is very important.

Without Dharma teachers we cannot
train people. A Master can only tell you'
so much, Dharma teacher is just as

important as Master. More important.
We hold the fabric together. Not only
you and I holdlnq, but anything in a

.

Buddha's disciple's life we have to hold
together. Together action is very.
important.
DM: What is the correct function of a

layperson?
DC: The correct function is great com

passion and loving kindness, Monk is

,�monk, layperson is layperson. In great
compassion there is no monk, no social

person, no you, no I, only great love.
Love is round like the world turning.
Don't make distinctions. You're a monk,
your condition is monk, your karma is
monk. I'm a social person, but you and I
are no different. We are not different.
You like being a monk. Fine, don't eat
meat. Another person, he can eat meat

and still do great action. Nothing is

higher or lower.
DM: You mentioned some of Soen Sa

Nim's teaching:' correct situation, cor

rect function ...
DC: Correct situation, correct func-

'tion, correct' relationship, and moment

to moment: that is nirvana. That's great
·teaching. That's why I like and respect
him. When he came to Hawaii four years
ago, he talked about those four things.
When you attain 'those four things, you
attain nirvana, you don't have to live in a

Zen center.
In this society we live by groups. When

youexist, I exist. When you don't exist, I
don't exist. When I'm by myself, one

whole world. Why do I need Buddhism,
why do I need practice? Because you

ne�d them. That's why I'm here. We rub

against each other, that's why we need

religion, philosophy, Zen centers. This is
a great opportunity to share.
But I'm not like Soen Sa Nim. He has

great together action and group teach

ing. I can help the individual but I'm not

into group activity. A long time ago one

Zen Master went around talking a little
and helping people. I have that kind of
karma more than teaching groups. I'm

happy with what I am. If I can help, or if
they don't need me, that's ok.
DM: What do you think about some

one practicing and staying at a Zen cen

ter for a long time?
.

. DC: That person wants to eliminate
their karma. I like to call the Zen center a

"Dharma bath," When you're in the
Dharma bath, you can wash.your dirt off
faster than if you're by yourself.
DM: So you think it's a good idea to

stay at-the same center for a while?
DC: Yes, it's good experience. Be

cause when you live in a Zen center or

community, you can't just prop up your
own situation. You have to understand
others more. Practicing by living toge
ther is very important. Nowadays people
value themselves more than others, so

they don't know where they're attached
or how to get better. Together action and

together living is very important. You
can attain truth, Big I, faster than living
outside. First you must find your stronq
center.

J: Many people practice Zen because
they want to become like Buddha or like
Soen Sa Nim or like you. But that's not

what they're aiming for.
DC: Well, if they want to become like

Buddha or Soen Sa Nim or me, that's a

great desire. You can't say that's bad,
J: But that's not what they're really

after.
DC: The problem is, they don't know

what they are. Once they find out, then
they will understand, They can become
Buddha or whatever. But they only have
desire I, small I, which wants to become
like Buddha or Soen Sa Nim or me.

Once they attain Big I, which is true self,
they will already know what they should
do and they won't have to ask that kind
of question.

SPREADING THEDHARMA INEUROPE
Soen Sa Nim has been visiting Europe

annually since 1978 and feels there is a

lot of energy for spiritual practice there.
There have been inquiries for him to visit

many countries, including Italy, Greece,
Sweden, Norway, and Egypt. Each year
he makes his European tour a little longer, .

to indude places where people arepractic-
ing and have asked for him. .

.

This October he led workshops_, re-
.

treats and gave talks in Paris, West Ger-
. many, Poland, Spain and London, follow
ing a 3-week trip to mainland China. In
addition to the steady growth of the Polish

sangha, Soen §a [jim is nurturing the de

velopment of two new centers, one in Pal
ma de Mallorca and one in Paris.

The first stop on Soen Sa Nim's European
tour this fall was the Zentrum for Bud
dhismus and Bewusstes Leben in Kemmen
au-BadEms, 75 kilometers from Frankfurt.

'PERCEIVE'
WORLD

.
SOUND

ZEN CHANTING

Organized byPaulKoppler of the Zentrum,
.

the retreat attracted over 25 participants.
The most recent news is that the group may
wish to become an Affiliate of the Kwan
Um Zen School, meaning that Soen Sa Nim
would lead retreats there when his schedule

permits. Welcome to our new sangha
members!

In Poland during October 16-24, Soen Sa
Nim was accompanied by Mu Sang Sunim
and Providence Zen Center Director Tony
Sager. Over 50 people took the Five Pre

cepts in a large Precepts Ceremony, 10

people became Dharma Teachers, 2 or 3 be
came SeniorDharma Teachers and one per
son became a Bodhisattva monk. Master
Dharma Teacher Jacob Perl has just re

turned from several weeks in Poland, dur
ing which time he closed the 90 day Kyol
Che retreat. Genpo Sensei, a leading stu
dent of Maezumi Roshi, was a visitor at
Warsaw Zen Center and gave a talk during
the last part ofKyol Che. The Polish san

gha is planning a three week Kyol Che for
this winter.

'Zen Master Seung Sahn and his students have created a masterpiece of
sound-clear and profound chanting that cuts through our thinking minds to stillness
and compassion. This tape includes the morning and evening bell chant and regularly
practiced chants professionally recorded at Sprague Hall, Yale University.

Copies of these high quality tapes are available at $10.95 each and can be ordered by writing to

the New Haven Zen Center. 193 Mansfield St.. New Haven. CT 06511. Connecticut residents
should add a 7% sales tax, Shipping is free.



,

MasterDharma Teacher Barbara Rhodes, her daughterAnnie, andmembers of the Polish sangha at Warsaw Zen Center during the inten
sive sitting week in August. Accompanying-Bobby were Dharma Teacher Bob Genthner, director 0/ the Lexington Zen Center in Ken

tucky, and his daughter Gretchen.
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528 Pound Rd.
Cumberland, R.I.
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CLASSIFIED
ADS

SOUTHERN DHARMA RETREA;r CEN
TER in the beautiful Smokie Mountains of
fers meditation retreats and various work

shops. Facilities (including dormitory and

cabins) are available for private individual
and group retreats. Write: Rt I Box 34-H,
Hot Springs, NC 28743 or call (704)622-7112.

The rate of classifieds is $.15 per word.
Please send your ads and a check or money
order to PRIMARY POINT, Kwan Urn Zen

School, 528 Pound Road, Cumberland, RI

02864.

Robert Aitken-Roshi

H. H. the Dalai Lama

Ven. Maha Ghosananda

Thich Nhat Hanh

Jack KornfieJd

Joanna Macy
Gary Snyder, and others.

Edited by Fred Eppsteiner
and Dennis Maloney.

The Path o{Compassion is avail
able by mail for $9.95 per copy. Post

age and handling charges are $1.05
for one copy and $.25 for each addi
tional copy.
Buddhist Peace Fellowship
Rochester Chapter
P.O. Box 10605
Rochester, NY 14610.
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/fyou are in a hurry, dress slowly.
Jade Wah Restaurant fortune cookie

Attain utmost emptiness;
Hold firm to stillness.
The ten thousand things stir about;
I only watch for their going back.

Things flourish,
But each returns to its root.'
Returning to the root is peace.
And peace is a going back to reality.

Lao Tse

In cooperation with the Kwan Um Zen
School, we are offering free 'gift subscrip- ,

tions to Fellowship in Prayer, a bi-monthly
publication which explores the spiritual
practices and experiences of people from
different faiths. Free copies of Herrymon
Maurer's translation and commentary on

the Tria Tell Gillg will be sent to new sub
scribers while the limited supply lasts.

Name
_

Address,
_

Street

Town

State Zip

Fellowship in Prayer
134 Franklin Corner Rd.

Lawrenceville, New Jersey 08648

Honest Money

Well, I got real tired and had to find a way out. And
.

I've
found some "sklllful means" to make money and help
people, too.

Do you need a chance to make honest
money too? Within a year, I've gQne from
minimal Income to over $4.,000 a month.

Are You at a Turning
Point in Your Life?

I'm looking for partners with confident interpersonal communication skills
who are determined to transform their lives and are willing to work hard at
it.
If you are seriously interested in joining our network of spirituaDy oriented
business people and professional'" fed free to contact me.

(But don't expect to get somethingfor nothing. Your success will be deter
mined by your degree of time, effort and concentration devoted to make
profit and helping others, too)
.If you want to earn substantial amounts ofmoney and wish the association
of other independent business people who tread the Middle Way, write me

about yourself and your goals. We want to hear from you.

Frank Tedesco

I'm 39 and have degrees In re

ligious studies and Buddhism. I
try to live by my Ideals and I
must earn a living without com
promising my values. It's been a

-

challenge: And an adventure.
I've done the whole trip. Halght-

You can be healthy,
wealthy and wise.

Why not?

.*.
",.

Asbury, Berkeley, Europe,
dharma studey, occult research
and charity work, too.. I just
about got by and never saved a

dime. I called mere survival
"real life," and got good at ra

tionalizing poverty.

Inner Resources International
PO Box 12378

-

Philadelphia, PA 19119
(215) 247-4970

Send $3 to cover postage and handling
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THE HEART
OF BUDDHISM

while Section II-Freeing delves into the
doctrine of dependent origination.
Takeuchi approaches both subjects from
his own unique perspective. which he
calls "Buddhist existentialism." This

viewpoint provides part of the book's
fascination for me, as I have long had a

personal aversion to the existenialist per
spective. To my limited understanding it
seems that the existentialists in general
realize that the Void is home. but they
hate it, while Buddhism has accepted
this ultimate fact of our existence. In the
last paragraph of the book Takeuchi
sums up by saying that "the significance
and depth of meaning of the Great
Practice! becomes all the more clear
when viewed in the light of ... contempor
ary (existential); theoloqy and
philosophy of religion," and this is the
theme of the entire book.
Whether it becomes more clear or not

is- a question for each reader to answer,

as throughout the book Takeuchi writes
on several different levels simultaneous
ly. He blends textual criticism of San-.
skrit and Pali Sutras with commentary
and interpretation. He frequently com

pares and contrasts Buddhist and Wes
tern/Christian doctrine and theoloqy and
abstracts universal dimensions of the
phenomenon of religion. He also refers
to aspects of Buddhist history, draws ex

amples from everyday life, and relates it
- all -to his own faith as a "Pure Land be
liever of extremely conservative stamp."

In the first chapter Takeuchi reflects
on the silence of Buddha Gotama con

cerning metaphysical questions. He be
lieves this silence is not a repudiation of
metaphysics, or a rejection of all philo
sophic thought as useless for the goal of
Nirvana (as is sometimes heard in Zen
circles), but represents a higher insight
which is cautious of being led astray by

by Takeuchi Yoshinori (NY: Crossroad
Pub!. Co.:

_
1983: 162 pages: $17.50

hardcover)

Reviewed by Paul Shozen
Hanke

During the last 15 years I have read a

lot of books about Buddhism. from

simple introductions to in-depth exposi
tions of Buddhist Dharma and practice.
and THE HEART OF BUDDHISM by Tak
euchi Yoshinori stands out as one of the
most interesting. But, as editor and trans

lator James Heisig says in his intro
duction, "I cannot pretend this book

makes easy reading." Takeuchi Yoshino
ori is a Shin Buddhist priest, a promin
ent scholar. teacher, and one of the lead

ing figures of the Kyoto School of Phil

osophy. If his subject and depth of know

ledge did not combine to make difficult
reading, the author's style alone would
do the job.

Despite an excellent glossary of San
skrit and Pali words, the average reader
will often need a good dictionary to look
up such terms as "rnetanoia" and "onto
logical hermeunetics, and there are

many German words and phrases that
should have been included in the glos
sary. Furthermore, Takeuchi's sentences
sometimes run upwards of 95 words!
The book also suffers a bit from being a

collection of essays, despite the fine ef
fortsof the editor to organize and relate
individual chapters to each other. None
theless, THE HEART OF BUDDHISM of
fers a fascinating perspective on con-

temporary questions of Buddhist faith
and practice, and makes a strong contri
bution to an East/West religious
dialogue.

There are two major sections to the
book. Section I-Centering focuses on

the stages of Buddhist contemplation,

1 He refers specifically to Nembutsu'
'recitation, but the phrase could be more

broadly interpreted to mean the Buddha

Way.
2 My addition

3' BOOKS BY ZEN M.NSTER SEUNG SAHN

Only Don't Know, The Teaching Letters of Zen Master

Seung Sahn

Contemporary letters of Zen Master Seung Sahn, the
first Korean Master to live and teach in the West, in
which he responds to western students' questions
about daily life. Zen Master .Seung Sahn carries on an

extensive correspondance with his students worldwide;
personally answering every letter written to him. Only
Don't Know contains a rich choice of letters repre
senting the broad range of the modern Zen student's
concerns and the responses of a master. (Four Seasons
Foundation, 1982) $6.95.

ONLY DON'T KNOW
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Stephen M,IcI1Cil
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"., Dropping Ashes on the Buddha, The Teaching of Zen
Master Seung Sahn

A delightful, irreverent and often hilarious record of the
encounters of Zen Master Seung Sahn with his Ameri
can students. Consisting of stories, formal Zen inter
views, Dharma speeches, and the Zen Master's spon
taneous interactions with his students. (Grove Press,
1976) $4.95.

BONE OF SPACE
II·.� POI',MS I" M,\SIT.M SI�IlNn S,\IIN

Bone of Space, Zen Poems by Master Seung Sahn

Since the rang Dynasty, poetry has been used to ex

press the experience of Zen. These poems by Zen
Master Seung Sahn continue that tradition of using
words to point to original nature. (Four Seasons
Foundation, 1982) $4.95.

These books can be found at your local bookstore or at your
nearest Zen Center.

the "antimonies of theoretical reason.

He also argues that Buddhism is not

"pragmatic" in the Western sense of re

lating everything to objects and utility,
but rather tries to sound utility to its

depth and expose the subject/object dis
junction as false.
Buddhism is practical however in al

ways aiming toward the goal of enlight
enment. For Buddhism. says Takeuchi.
the real ground of the phenomenal world
is not metaphysical (i.e. in a reality "be

yond" daily life), but is to be found in the
here-and-now. Philosophy may be able
to produce an abstract h-armony
between transient existence and the Ab
solute, but it leaves our "poor existence"
in much the same condition as before
i.e. philosophy produces no individual
conversion in the religious sense.
The stages of Buddhist (and Western)

contemplation, says Takeuchi, are

aimed at complete conversion of aware
ness and lifestyle, resulting in what we
call salvation. The contemplative pro
cesses begin with Sila (the Precepts) and
a spirit of conversion which involves an

awareness of Nothingness and

impermanence, followed by a morallre

liqious resolve to pursue self-transcen
dence, plus a radical withdrawal from
the world and a turning inward. Gradual

progress through the stages of contem

plation (dhyana) described.in the Sutras

finally breaks through ignorance and

goes beyond the habitual consciousness
of good and evil, resulting in a new way
of seeing.
Compassion, in the sense of a detach

ed sympathy that extend's to all things, is
the fruit of this experience. Takeuchi
sums up this section by observing that
from the Pure Land point of view l"Iem
butsu recitation (calling on the name of
Amida Buddha) is the method by which
the world "beyond" can be brought into
contact with the everyday world and
transform it in an age of despair and (as
he later points out) decline of the
Dharma.
The remainder of the book is devoted

to an exposition of the doctrine and con

temporary ramifications of dependent
origination. Takeuchi's underlying point
here is that this basic Buddhist doctrine
is not some sort of idealism, but an exis
tential tool' for transformation of every
day awareness, involving the interrela
tedness of narna-rupa (name-form) and
vijnana (consciousness). The chain of
causation described in the Sutras, says
Takeuchi, finally gives way to a deeper
reciprocity that is a springboard for leap
ing free from the fetters of existential
causes altogether. The entire discussion
weaves in threads of Buddhrst eschato

logy (the 3 perlods .of Dharma decline)
and history, Martin Heidegger's "Being
and Time," and commentary on relevant
Sutra passages.
Takeuchi also considers the metaphy

sical and existential questions that faced
Buddha Gotama himself. He observes
how Shakyamuni chose not to push the

ZEN CENTER
OF

SONOMA
MOUNTAIN

offers
RESIDENT & GUEST
PRACTICE PROGRAM

Daily Meditation. Classes

Monthly Retreats. Work Practice
Individual Retreats. Workshops
In country environment, the Zen
Center is a lay residential practice
center under the guidance of Jakusho
Kwong-roshi, dharma successor to

Soto Zen lineage of Shunryu Suzuki
roshi.

6367 Sonoma Mtn. Rd.
Santa Rosa, CA 95404

707/545-8105

anxieties he felt (when faced with the
realities of sickness, old age, and death)
into the unconscious, but faced them

squarely in a religious context. Upon en

lightenment these phenomena did not

disappear, but the historic Buddha was

no longer held captive by them.
Finally, argues Takeuchi, we live in an

increasingly secular society where the
concept of transcendence is losing its
traditional meaning. He notes that some

contemporary Chirstian theologians (i.e.
Tillich and Robinson) find difficulty in

accepting the notion of a God "up
there," and seek transcendence in the

depths of the human spirit. Takeuchi

rhetorically asks if Shin Buddhists
. should approach the problem of the

-

"Pure Land" in the same way. His answer
is that for him transcendence must

necessarily include a sense of
"to ... from" (i.e. the Tathagata has not

only gone to the Other Shore, but re

turns in a reciprocal process to save suf-'
fering beings). There is, he says, a two

way encounter between the world,
human existential reality, and the Abso
lute, that involves a world-to-world
movement, but in which each of the
three realms completely encompasses
the others.
The transcendent, he argues, merges

.

into the present through the vehicle of
finite human beings, and is to be found
in the midst of everyday life (exemplified
by Bonhoeffer's phrase, the "beyond
within"). Therefore, Takeuchi concludes,
the Pure Land has a significance that
cannot easily be replaced by any other

symbol. Namu-Amida-Butsu recitation

belongs to the absolute world where sub

ject/object duality is finally overcome

and the distinction between tariki (other
power) and jiriki (self-power) is dis
solved.

In this short review I have merely
skimmed the surface of THE HEART OF
BUDDHISM, and haven't even attempted
a systematic presentation of Takeuchi's
ideas. I will leave it to scholars and to

people whose understanding of Bud
dhism is far greater than mine to analyze
and criticize the merits of Takeuchi's

arguments, but. as a lay reader with a

very limited background in philosophy, I

suspect that this may be one of the more

important books on Buddhism and East/
West philosophy of religion to have been

published in the recent past. Just be
aware before you pick it up that the
scant 143 pages of text will probably
seem like a lot more as you read them.
Nonetheless, the publishers and transla
tor deserve a sincere thank you for mak

ing this work available in English, and
for introducing Takeuchi to a western

audience-both academic and Buddhist.

Paul Shozen Hanke is an architectural

designer, builder, teacher, writer, also a

lay Buddhist and avid reader. His reviews
have previously appeared in Fine Home
building, New England Builder, and
other journals. He lives with his wife and

5-year old son in Plainfield, Vermont.

MUSIC FOR THE NEW AGE

New, First
Release .By

TOKUYAMA-SENSEI:

ffiKyoku
AuthentiC Shakuhachi (Bamboo Flute)
meditation music. Imported frOm Japan.
Deep, relaxing and invigorating to the

spirit.

, ,

!

Ca•••tte $9.95 Postpaid
'SEND CHECK TO:
MASrE� • 'pEACE

P.O. Bo>s 1�1, Dept. P
Chico, CA 95927
or send $'1.00 for
catalog only,

,
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Urn Zen School, a non-profit 'religious cor

poration under the direction of Zen Master
Seung Sahn. The School supports and ar

ranges the world-wide teaching schedule of
Zen Master Seung Sahn and his senior tea
chers, issues publications on contemporary
Buddhist practice, and supports dialogue
among religions.
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CORRECTION
The Poetry page of the July 1985 issue of
PRIMARY POINT omitted the very im

portant information that these poems
(translations from Rainer Maria Rilke) were
taken from Stephen Mitchell's "Sonnets to

Orpheus," scheduled to be published by
Simon & Schuster in October 1985. Our sin
cere apologies to Stephen Mitchell.

Time is the least thing we have of.
ErnestHemingwayl

..

RETREAT
PROGRAMS

at the

GENESEE VA�LEY
ZEN CENTER

in

SPRINGWATER, NY

The Genesee Valley Zen Cen
ter has just completed con

struction of a retreat center

on 220 acres of land in upstate
New York.

.

We offer 7-day retreats with
Toni Packer.Ionger-terrn resi

dencies and work programs
in a secluded country setting.
Please write for details.

The GVZC was created in

1982 when Toni Packer left
the Buddhist tradition in which
she had been teaching in order
to work in an atmosphere
free of religious symbols, rit-,
uals and authority.

Tapes of Toni Packer's talks as

well as copies of her book See

ing Withollt K'lOwing are avail
able for purchase, Contact the

Genesee Valley Zen Center
P,O. Box 208

Springwater, NY 14560

(716) 669-2141
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ENLIGHTENMENT IS NOT LIKE A BRILLIANT IDEA

Open Mon-Fri 9:00 - 5:30: Sat. 10 - 5

"Our experiflnC9CJ agents
can save you time,

money ana trouble,"

Berl�eley's
Nort]lsidc Travel

This article bv Master Da Free John lI'as

sent to us bv Ken Stateman or l.aughing
Man magazine and Dawn Horse Press, 1\1'11

studied with Zen Master Seung Sahli ,/(11'
two years in 1977-78 and recentlv published
an interview with him in l.aughing Mall.
We hope our readers will enjov Master
John's article, capitalizations and all, and
see how uncannily similar to Zen reaching it

is.
Ken sent us the following biographical

notes: "Da Free John was horn Frahklin
Albert Jones into a middle class family in

Jamaica, NY in 1939. He was illumined at

birth and awakened into full enlightenment
31 years later. Soon after his God-realiza
tion, he was moved to teach others- and
transmit to them the condition oj "the
heart,

"
or the transcendent reality in which

everything inheres.
Da Free John has described his life as an

"experiment" in which 'he tested Efverv pos
sible experience and found that none con

tained the ultimate truth. He discovered
that by his search he obstructed the truth
that was his natural condition-and that of
all human beings. Thus, his life adventure

provides a demonstration oj his radical

message that truth can only be realized pre
sently and not attained by any means.
He has instructed students jor 12 years,

and the wisdom he imparts has been re

corded and distilledin 40 volumes. He has
established an entire culture and teach ing
clarifying and serving the means whereby
anyone with serious interest can enter into
the process ojspiritual transformation.

;,

ZEN MOUNTAIN CENTER OF NEW YORK!
DOSHINJIMONASI'ERYi$ a traditional Zen '1'raining
Moncutery for monka, nuns, and lay practitioners.
Located on a 200-acre nature sanctuary in New York'. '

Catskill Mountains, Doahinji offers ongoins:

by Da Free John

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: I have been

asking people questions all week based on

this consideration of Ignorance, I have in
volved myself profoundly, and yet when I
ask a question that is directed at the heart
of it all, the response is, "I don't know."
These "I don't knows" do not amount to

this Ignorance I am talking about. People
have yet to Realize their Ignorance. When I

ask them to elaborate on their response,
they always have more to say. There is al

ways more knowledge, hiding, lurking,
ready to trample the unsuspecting Infinite
at any moment. (Laughter.)
Knowledge sells. There are all kinds of

amusements to be- played. I r you 'have a

really good amusement that you know no

body else really knows too much about, you
package it. That is knowledge. Ignorance is
an entirely different matter. Nobody has
ever thought of promoting it before, which
shows how odd I really am. (Laughing
wildly.) Nevertheless, this is what I pro

pose. (Laughing.)
Perhaps somebody has thought of all this

before, but have they ever been Ignorant of
it? (Laughter.ITo have thought of it is to

know something, but to realize that you are

completely Ignorant of it is an entirely dif'
ferent matter in which even the speaker is
confounded. Now, why do you suppose all
of this has been obvious to me and not to

vou? How is it possible? There is no way

I S �4 Euclid Avenue' Berke ley. California
/
/ (-+ 1 'i) 843-1000
/

I BUDDHIST CULTURAL FORUM

SPRING
,

WIND

DHARMA
TALES * NEWS
CULTURAL EVENTS

* FEATURES * BUDDHIST
* ART * CROSS

(

A quarterly journal dedicated to promoting spiritual culture
and practice in the nuclear age, The journal is devoted to the
Way of Wisdom and Enlightenment through the practice of
Buddhist meditation, and seeks to serve as a vehicle for
social expression and action. As Buddhists we are concerned
with peace in the world, the spiritual awakening of all be
ings, and encounter with different cultures and religions. It
has been the traditional Buddhist attitude towards all to pro
mote friendliness and harmony even at our own sacrifice,
and, to transform self and others for new inspiration and
new culture. We uphold this Buddhist spirit of change and
evolution ..

-

you could have known your Ignorance, you
see. You had to be put in an entirely dif
ferent position relative to your knowledge
before you could recognize your Ignorance
to be the foundation and the Truth of your
knowledge, Why was this not obvious,
however? And who could have possibly in

structed me in this? (Master Da chuck les.)
It is not possible at all. I have never been
instructed, and now you are just as Ig
norant as I am. (laughter.) If I had been

instructed, I might know something, but I

have never been instructed, never even

_lived, and yet somehow I am here.

STUDENT: Master, does this Realization
not require any attention at all?

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: No, it 'does
not mean anything, however meaningful it
may appear to be. There is nothing to be
known about it.

STUDENT: Right. (Laughter.)

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Have you
been Ignorant of all this all of this time? Do
you know anything about it? Do you Real
ize this Ignorance to be exactly what you
are? When you are simply being that, com
pletely Ignorant, you are not un-Happy, are
you? Not at all. There is no possibility of
being un-Happy in that case. You are com

pletely Ignorant of the possibility of un

Happiness. (Addressing another student)
Do you see this?

STUDENT: No, Master.
Continued on next page

ZEN TRAINING

• Residential Program
• IntensiveMediJalion Retreats eachmonth

(Sesshin)

• Hermitages and �olita'ry Retreats
• Annual90-DaySpring TrainingRetreat

(March-June)
• Training in Zen Arts & Martial Arts

• Teacher in Residence

ZEN MOUNTAIN CENTER
OF NEW YORK

Doshinji Monastery,

I
Box 197PMt. Tremper, NY 12457 (914) 688-2228

EXQUISITE BATIK
TAPESTRIES

Wide Selection of

Spiritual and Nature Subjects
Selected From

Some of India's and Sri Lanka's
.
Finest Batik Artists.

Large Tapestries' and Smaller Wall Hangings

To subscribe, remit $lS/yr. ($28/2 yr.)
by cheque or M.O. in U.S. funds to: Spring Wind, 46 Gwynne Avenue, Toronto,
Ontario M6K 2C3, Canada. Include your name and filII mailing address with

postal code. Spring Wind is published by tile Zen Lotus Society, a non-proiit
religious organization.

For Beautiful
FULL COLOR CATALOGUE

Send $2,00 to
World Citizen& Peace Catalogue

P.O. BOll: 40448 -;P.
Albuquerque, NM 87 J96

Custom Orders will also be taken.

Retreat cabins, and lodge
for groups, for rent i�
the woods of western Mass

achusetts. Hood heat, no

electricity. �ineral
springs. Cabins: �12 per
day, $100 per month,Oct.

I to May. Reserve now for·
185-'86. Hrite Temenos,
star Rte., ShuteBbu�J,MA
01072, or leave message
at (413)253-9281.
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MASTER DA FREE JOHN: You do not?
You are Ignorant of it entirely. is that it? appears in many forms. Ignorance is just

one of the versions of it.
Since you have learned nothing this even

ing there will be nothing to remember to
morow, except perhaps to consider this Ar

gument in summary. I havealways told you
that there is no experience, no path. I al

ways told you this. I am not saying anything
different now, am I?
When you Realize that this Ignorance is

the same as Consciousness, when you com

pletely Realize this Ignorance, then every-
thing begins zo become Obvious in a re-

THE DAWN HORSE TESTAMENT is markable way. Enlightenment is not a matter
the most ecstatic, most profound, of quieting 'the mind. It has nothing to do

most complete, most radical, and most with any of those conventional processes. It

comprehensive single spiritual text
has nothing to do with any process at all.
You may be thinking right now, but that

ever to be penned and confessed by the has nothing to do with this Ignorance. In

Human-Transcendental Spirit." the midst of your thinking you still know

KEN WILBER nothing about what anything, including
vour thinking is.

editor. The Holographic Paradigm
and Other Paradoxes Your fundamental position, then, is al-.

STUDENT: Yes. author. Quantom Questions, etc. ways one of not knowing what anything is,
Heart-Master Da Free John complete Ignorance, Even when you know

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Good. It is about something, you are 5;ompletely Ig-
easy to Enlighten people, impossible to "This hook is lot gift of unparalleled importance. It very likely norant of both the knowing and the thing
make them change. (Laughter.) If Realizing marks the beginning of what it means to be a human being . . THE itself. Knowledge has nothing whatever to
one's Ignorance depended on change, on a transformed." DAWN HORse do with you. You arenot something that has
capacity for effort of any kind, Ignorance HERBERT LONG, Th.D. TESTAMENT. knowledge or requires it. So what is wrong?
would never be Realized. I fit couldbe Real- Former Dean or Students at Harvard Divinity School

Of What is there to be un-Happy about?
ized by effort. it would have to be a kind of 1:!UlRT-M.A5TEJI.t\!,fM;Xl!iN
knowledge. Nothing, however, is required. "It is obvious from all sorts of subtle details that he knows \ STUDENT: Nothing, Master.
Anyone can be Enlightened. It makes no -what IT's all about· ... a rare being."
difference. It makes all the difference. You ALAN'WATTS MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Absolutely.

You see? A certain manliness comes with
could see what a difference it makes. You
do not have to sit under a bodhi tree in In making-this book I have .been meditating Enlightenment because obviously the body

order to Realize Ignorance. I have not Real- everyone, dealing with psychic forces every-
dies, all these changes inevitably occur. En-

ized this by sitting under plants. (Laughter.) here.j II' I'
.. . , . lightenment does not 'change any of that.

were, in a time. t IS a living conversation with P h b
.

d wi h
What difference does it make if you starve er aps y puttermg aroun Wit your ex-

absolutely everyone, personally'." perience 0
.

m t
the body, stuff the body, kundalini the

' y ur circu s ances, -you can

body into distraction and vision, pre-vision,' DA FREE JOHN change it a little bit-that would be arnus-

pre-know, after-know, if you speak it, do _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
ing, or perhaps it would not be. .Decide for

not say 'it, are silent or terribly crude
' yourself. In any case, the changes you may

THE DAWN HORSE TESTAMENT is available in fine bookstores everywhere,
(laughter)-it makes no difference $15,95 quality paperback. �Ol pages. Published by The Dawn Horse Press. effect have nothing.whatever to do with this

whatsoever and does not lead to this Reali- For more information about The Dawn Horse Testament, Realization. This Realization brings an end'

zation at all. None of your experience leads SEND, FOR A FREE BOOKLET ·1 'to everything altogether and, paradoxically,

.
to it. I have led you to it, whatever it could

.

Mail this coupon or send your name and address tot everything essentially remains.

possibly be. (Laughter.) ,

The Laughing Man Institute. Dept. I 1.750 Adrian Way, San Rafael, CA 94903 Make no assumptions whatsoever about

Enlightenment is not a matter of the point NAME knowledge. Know that you exist as a com- .

finally being made. It is not a concept, a bril- STREET
plete Mystery. That is precisely what you

liant idea. Perhaps at some point, it will are, in fact. It is not that the state you are in

simply be Obvious beyond your possible
CITY STAYt ZIP_'____ must be changed-c-it is Enlightenment.

�a���. Itb�mp�am��[of��� I������������������������������������� Th�bilieecrct. Y�ee? Itoouldnru

, zing it. After all i� said and done, you do r
_..possibly be otherwise ..

not .know what anything is. Yoir are com- There really is not anything else to real-
,

. pletely Ignorant, and nothing that has a- ize, once this Ignorance 'is fully Realized.
MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Good! I su- STUDENT: Yes, Master. ..Qr do I?

risen in your mind or experience has ever When it is fully Realized this becomes a
spected as much. In saying all of this I have MASTER, DA FREE JOHN: Do you

-

at'

been knowledge. Therefore, consider that complete Mystery. Nothing can be known
not known anything whatsoever. least know that you know nothing about it?

and do what you will. about the process of that Realization, but Therefore, how could you know anything This is true, is it not? That is why the Argu
more as a result of listening to 'me? You do

Do you understand what I am saying? you can consider this Argument in its var- ment must be reconsidered constantly: be-

You do not understand it? You do not ious forms, and one day it will suddenly be
not. You see? You are as Ignorant now as

cause you are always becoming ignorant of
know anything about it? (Laughter.) You Obvious.

then. You have understood nothing. Even it. In order to -carry it around in yourself,
I 11

if you had understood something it would h
-

have not grasped it. It has not become n any case, you sti have not the slight-' t en, you must confront it somehow. You
make no difference because you do not

knowledge. Exactly. You are entirely est knowledge Of what I am, what it is, what confront it through the Community,
h.

. know what it is. Do-you? . f

Ignorant of it. You know nothing about it, t IS IS. You do not know what it is at all, do through hearing it within the Community.
nor about anything else. It has always been you? To be without knowledge is also to be STUDENT: No. "\, In 'this way, always be reoriented to this Ob-

obvious to me that in your case nothing like ,

without certainty. The absence of certainty viousness, Not merely the obviousness that

knowledge was present. Now it is 'even ob- in the most positive sense is the sign of MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Well, what you do not know anything about what any-

vious to you. (Laughter.) It IS not that you
I

Ignorance. about it? Is this consideration at all illumin- thing is, but that whatever is is not anything
are stupid, you are. completely Ignorant. Knowledge is the illusion. What is know- ating? Could anything possibly be illumin- . about which anything can be known. There

(Laughter.) ledge? It is like a prize that no one ever re- ating? Have you. ever heard anything ii- "is no such knowledge, you see? Thus, you
You are in a Condition of complete Ig- ceives. Even ordinary knowledge is just "Iuminating? have no lrecourse to anything like super-

norance. You have been playing, acting, manufactured meanings', interpretations, STUDENT: No. knowledge ..

living, but you do not know what your ex-
... The;Self, Brahman, is this Ignorance, not

perience is. You do not know what -any- "something," not -the idea of knowledge

thing you do is: You are always thinking- It is eas_y to enlighten people, impossible to. make that you have in mind.jnot concepts like

there are all kinds of implications to think themchange.' "the Self on the right." What does Ig-
about-but you do not know what the - norance have to do with being on the right?
thinking is. Nothing arising is anything
about which there can be knowledge. There
is no such thing as knowledge. Knowledge
is merely the illusion at the end of seeking.
True Realization, on the other hand; is that
'all that seeking is fruitless, that there is no

knowledge that can ever be attained.
That very Ignorance is precisely your

Condition and the Condition of everything,
and you are completely free of the whole
affair. Insofar as it continues to arise you
can play it exactly as you likevKnowing the

consequences of the various kinds of
action, you can exercise preferences and it
will make rio difference whatsoever. You
will still know nothing about it. You will
know nothing more about the absolute ul
timate Divine Vision than you know about
this glass of water. You are and you always
will be completely Ignorant of what it is. It
may meari a lot, but you do not know what
these meanings are, You do not know what

they are, You see? You are completely Ig
norant. This is absolutely true, and that is
the Truth. (Laughter.)

"
... a SpiritualMaster and religious
genius of the ultimate degree."

-,

- KEN WILBER

STUDENT: Yes.

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: You see?
That is exact ly your posit ion. You do not

know anything about it. You do not know
what it is, do you?

STUDENT: No,

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Exactly. That
is really your experience, is it not?

Critical acclaim about the new release,
THE DAWN HORSE TESTAMENT, and
Heart-Master Da Free John:

STUDENT: Yes.

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: That is what

you are. You are Ignorant. That is the
Truth of all of this. You see, you have al

ways been Enlightened, bur' you do not

know anything' about it, do you?

STUDENT: No.

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: That is. it. Do
you see?

""';

STUDENT: Master,
(laughing).

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Nevertheless;
it-is true, enough in. the ordinary sense.

'There is only complete Ignorance, and yet
you are here. Whatever the ultimate signi
ficance of "you" is, in philosophical terms,
you are still completely Ignorant of it.
Therefore, you can bypass all of the argu
ment, all the consideration, all the philo
sophy, by Realizing that you are simply Ig
norant of It. Asking "Who am I?" as Ra
mana Maharshi recommended to his devo
tees is not a matter of finding out who" I"
am. It is a matter of Realizing that you are

completely Ignorant of who. "I'" is. The
"I" is not something about"which there can'.

be knowledge. The questions "Who am I?
What is it?" cannot be known. Yet. that Ig
norance is also Consciousness itself. This
Ignorance, this Consciousness is vour verv

Condition under all conditions. n'
.

don't know
things arising. It is not based on experience
at all. Your experience is complete Ig
norance. You. do not know what anything
is. It makes no difference what happens,
you still do not know anything about it. To
notice this with the full force of your being
is Enlightenment. It is only then that you
step out of the stream of experiencing, of'
knowledge. Knowledge cannot be summar
ized. It can only be completely undone in
the Realization of prior Ignorance. Thus,
there is no "high knowledge" that is mean
ingful. There is nothing like that. You
know nothing,
Enlightenment is so simple. It is only a

matter of Realizing this Ignorance. Realizing
Ignorance brings the entire complication of
this manifestation to an end even while it
continues. It does not become .single, it be-

.

comes a paradox, a Condition of which
there-is no knowledge whatsoever. Do 'you
know what I am talking about?

STUDENT: No, Master.

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: What do you
think it would be like to hear something il

luminating? You do not know.
Are you and the person'next to you the

same person? (Laughter.) Do you really
know? Do you know? Do you know what

you are directly enough to differentiate it
from the person next to you?

STUDENT: No.

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: As a matter •

of fact you do 'not know anything about it.
You do not know what you are. Do you?
Exactly.

\ '

Could there possibly be any knowledge?

, STUDENT: No.

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Exactly. I am

talking about Realizing this Ignorance, not
just thinking about it. Sadhana is essentially
the consideration of, this Argument until
there is enough free attention that it be
comes completely Obvious. The Argument
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CALLIGRAPHIES

Calligraphies of famous Zen expressions.
drawn by Zen Master Seung Sahn.
excellent for framing. We offer them in

an offset production. on parchment
paper 11 x Ii for 55.00 each.

An original print of the "Put II All

Down" calligraphy is also available. This
is silkscreened on 22 x 15 paper, and
each calligraphy is signed by Zen Master

Seung Sahn. Limited edition; for 525.00
. each.
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"What Is This?"

CHANTING BOOK
AND TEMPLE RULES

Includes all morning and evening chanting in
regular use at Kwan Urn Zen School, as well

.

as'Kidos (chanting retreats) and ,ceremonies.
The Temple Rules were written by Zen Mas"
ter Seung Sahn and are a clear ·guide to living
a correct life, moment to moment. $3.50 per

.

�opy.

"Put It All Down"

*

GREETING CARDS
....

With the "Perceive Sound" calligraphy
printed on 41/2 x 6V. stock, with envel

opes, 53.00 for a set of five.
"

" .

Available in sets of 27,
'4"'; or 108, '600.

"Perceive Sound"And ... a limited supply of Bodhi

Seed beads from Korea-lOB', '15""

••••••••
,

••••••••••••••••••••• , •• ,._••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. II!.

'ORDER FORM

These items are now available from Zen
Centers of the Kwan Urn 'zen School or

'may be ordered by mail from the
.

KWAN UM ZEN SCHOOL, 528 Pound
Road, Cumberland, RI 02864. Enclose

-

. your check or money order, made out to
the KWAN UM ZEN SCHOOL. Include
postage. Canadian and foreign cust-

. orners: We cannot accept your personal
checks unless they are drawn on a U.S.

bank. Pleas� send Canadian Postal
Money Orders in U.S. dollars, Inter,
national Postal Money Orders, or bank
checks payable on any U.S bank or

banker's agency. Foreign orders are

shipped surface _maiT. Please allow 6,8

weeks for delivery. J

$' Total amount for'

Calligraphies
- $ Greeting Cards

$ Chanting Books
$ Beads
$ SUBTOTAL
$ POSTAGE
$

.

GRAJ'ID TOTAL

Postage' and handling is $1.00 per
order (domestic) and $2.00

(foreign) for orders under $6.00. If
over $6.00, please add $1.00 (do
mestic) and $2.00 (foreign) for

every additional $6.00 (or fraction
thereof) worth of items.

SUBSCRIPTI.ON fORM
To receive a one-year subscription to PRIMARY POINT (4 �sues), I am enclosing:
o 510.00 for United States
o Sl1.00 for Canada and MeXico
o 520.00 for Foreign

Send payment in U.S. dollars only, to Kwan Um Zen School, PRIMARY POINT,
S28 Pound Road, Cumberland, RI O�864.

. r

Canadian andforeign-cUstomers: We cannot accept yourpersona} ch«JcS "'nless they
are drawn on a' U.S. bank. Please send Canadian Postal MoN!Y Orders'in U.S.

dollars, International Postal Money Orders, or bank checks payable on any U.S.
bank or banker's agency.

-

o Please put rite on your mailing list.

o Here's my (tax-deductible) contribution to help produce PRIMARY POINT.

o Affilitated With a Buddhist or other religious organization I

___________________________ (ruuneof�oup) ,

NUK � �-----------------------------------
__

�-----------------------------------------------------
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LODZ ZEN CENTER
<;/0 Tadeusz Grajnett
Turoszowska 1m 59
91-025 Lodz
POLAND

LUBLIN ZEN CENTER
ul. Jarzbinowa 51
20-141 Lublin
POLAND

administrative offices at 528 Pound Road, Cumberland, RI 02864

ZEN. CENTERS

AFFILIATES

COMUNIDADE ZEN DE SAO,
PAULO
Rua Mariano Procopio 76
V. Monumento
Sao Paulo, S.P.
BRASIL
270-7084

•

I CAMBRIDGE ZEN CENTER
199 Auburn Street'

- Cambridge, MA 02139
(617)S76-3229

CENTRO ZEN DE PALMA
DHARMA SA
C/San Feilo, 6
07012, Palma de Mallorca
_SPAIN
(71)22-77-137
CHOGYE INTERNATIONAL ZEN
CENTER -

40Wl7th Street #4A
New York, New York 10011

(212)645-5149
DIAMONDHILL ZEN MONASTERY

.

528 Pound Road
Cumberland, RI 02864
(401 )765-5007

EMPTY GATE ZEN-CENTER
1800 Arch Street

'"

Berkeley, CA 94709
(415)548-7649
GDANSK ZEN CENTER
Gdansk 80-244 ,

Grunwaldzka 121126
PQLAND

JEONG HYE SA ZEN CENTER
SaCheon Ri
Deok SanMyeon Yesan-Gun
Chung-Cheng 'Nam-Do
KOREA 340-32

KANSAS ZEN CENTER
1115 Ohio Street.
Lawrence, KS 66644

. (913)842-8909

KRAKOW ZEN CENTER
ul. Boguslawskiego 2/18
Krakow
POLAND

LEXINGTON ZEN CENTER'
345 Jesselin Drive
Lexington, KY 40503

'

(606)277-2438

ANN ARBOR SHIM GUM DO ZEN_
GROUP
c/o Michael Elta

.

6 Geddes Heights
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(313)761-3770

BYTOM ZEN GROUP
'c/o Krakow Zen Center

CAPE ANN ZEN GROUP
c/o Linda Parker
'2 Stage Fort
Gloucester, MA 01930
(617)283-9308

CHEONG GAK ZEN CENTER
' ,

c/o Alan Redman
16 Birch View

.

Epping, Essex
ENGLAND

CHICAGOMEDITATION CENTER
5049 North Major, #1
Chicago, IL 60630

(312)286-4699

THE DHARMA BUDDHIST TEMPLE OF
HAWAII
1294 Kalani-iki Street
Honolulu, HI 96821

.

(808)373-3408

. -

i

-------, �-------------� --

NEW HAVEN ZEN CENTER
193 Mansfield Street
New Haven, CT06511
(203)787-0912

ONTARIO ZEN CENTRE
515 Logan AVenue
Toronto, Ontario
CANADA M4K 3B3

(416)466-5652
. PARIS DHARMA ZEN CENTER
7 Rue du Moulinet
75013 Paris
FRANCE
(33-1) 4589:9390

PROVIDENCE ZEN CENTER
528 Pound Road
Cumberland, RI 02864'
Office (401)769-6464
Personal: (401)769-2499

SEATTLE DHARMA CENTER _

1147 NW 57th Street-
Seattle, WA 98107

(206)783-8484

SEOUL INTERNATIONAL ZEN
CENTER
HwaGyeSah
478 Su Yu Ri-Su Yu Dong
To Bong Kd, Seoul132_
KOREA
(82)902-2663

I�

.-

TAHLMAH SAH ZEN CENTER
1025 So. Cloverdale Aye.
Los Angeles,.CA 90019

'(213)934-0330

WARSAW ZEN CENTER
04-962Warszawa Falenica.... I

" ul. Malowiejska 24
POLAND

GAINESVILLE ZEN CIRCLE
cia Jan Sendzimir
562 NE 2nd Ave.

- Gainesville, FL 32601

(904)373-7567 _

KOSZALIN ZEN GROUP
c/o Gdansk Zen Center

OJAI FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1620

.

Ojai, CA 93023
(80S)646-8343

PROVIDENCE ZEN GROUP
168 Fourth Street
Providence, RI 02906-
(401)861-3646 or 274-4026

POEP KWANG DO JANG
c/0 Miguel'Palavecino
265 Main Street-Apt. 606
Toronto, Ontario M4C 4x3
CANADA
(416)691-0875

SHIM GUM DO ZEN SWORD CENTER
203 Chestnut Hill Avenue

Brighton, MA 02135

(617)787-1506

ZENTRUM FUR BUDDHISMUS
.

UND BEWUSSTES LEBEN
1m Kirschengarten 26

.

D:5421 Kernmenau-Bad Ems
GERMANY·
02603-12424

.-
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RetreatCalendarSoen Sa Nim has published Dropping
Ashes on the Buddha and Only Don't
Know, collections of his teaching letters
and Zen stories, and a book of poetry,
Bone of Space.
He has given "inga" -authority to lead

retreats and teach kong-an practice-to six
senior students. Called Master Dharma

teachers, they regularly travel to Zen
centers and affiliates in America and

abroad, leading retreats and giving public
talks. The Master Dharma Teachers are:

George Bowman, Cambridge Zen Center;
Barbara Rbodes and Lincoln Rhodes, Pro
'vidence Zen Center; Mu Deung Su Nlm,
Tahl Mah Sah Zen Center; Richard Shrobe
and Jacob Perl, Chogye International Zen
Center of New York.

Training Programs: Each Zen center holds
meditation practice every morning and,
evening, and a weekly Introduction to: Zen
talk. These events are free and open to the

public. Some centers also offer personal
interviews each month with the teachers in
our school when available.
Introduction to Zen Workshops: Beginners
and newcomers can experience Zen practice
for a day, with instruction onmeditation,
question periods, informal discussions and
lunch.

The Teachers: Zen Master Seung Sahn is
t he first Korean Zen Master to live and
teach in the West. He is the 78th Patriarch
in the Korean Chogye Order, and became a

Zen Master in his native Korea at the age of
22. After teaching in Korea and Japan for
many years, he came to the United States in
1972 and founded the Providence Zen
Center, now located in Cumberland, Rhode
Island. He is addressed as "Soen Sa Nim"

(Honored Zen Teacher) by his students.
Soen Sa Nim has established over 30 Zen

centers and affiliated groups in the United
States, Canada, Brazil, Europe and Korea.
These centers comprise the Kwan Urn Zen
School. The Providence Zen Center is Head.
Temple in the United States. In 1984 a

Kwan Urn Zen School of Poland was

formed which includes five Zen Centers and
two affiliated groups, of which the Head

Temple is Warsaw Zen Center.
Soen Sa Nim travels worldwide leading

retreats and teaching Buddhism. In recent

years he has been doing more intensive in
ternational peace work, bringing people of
many countries and religious traditions to

gether to demonstrate world peace. In 1985
he was presented with the World Peace
Award by the International Cultural Fec;ler
ation, under the auspices of the Korean

government. Working to strengthen the
connection between American Zen and
Korean Buddhism, he has established the
Seoul International Zen Center in Korea
and the Diamond Hill Zen Monastery in the
United States. At Diamond Hill, Zen
students who wish to may become monks
and live the traditional monastic life in the

original practice style of Bodhidharma.

Short Intensive Retreats (Yong Maeng
Jong Jin, or "Leap like a tiger while

sitting"): Each month many of the Zen
centers hold silent meditation retreats for 3
or 7 days under the direction of Zen Master

Seung Sahn or one of the Master Dharma
Teachers. The daily schedule includes 12

hours of sitting. bowing, chanting, working
,

Intensive ,Winter, Si_tting Retreat
led by Kwan Urn Zen School

Abbot Lincoln Rhodes

This year's Intensive Meditation Retreat will be held in the new

Diamond Hill Zen Monastery, located on the grounds of the
Providence Zen' Center, a residential center on 50 acres ofwoods and
fields in rural Rhode Island. The ne,w monastery is constructed in
traditional Korean post-and-beam style with a curved tile roof and
has a spacious, airy meditation hall overlooking a small pond.
Held in silence, Kyol ehe is a rare opportunity to intimately look

at what is happening in our lives; it is a time when all of our energies,
under the guidance of a teacher; are devoted to deepening and
clarifying themeaning ofwhat it is to be human. Such training then is
a powerful tool for enriching our everyday lives with greater clarity
and direction.

'

90 DAYS ('1250) ..••••••••••.••.. JAN. 5·APR. 6

21·DAY PERIODS ('400) ••••..••• JAN. 5·26
JAN 26·FEB. 16

FEB. 23·MAR. 16
MAR. 16·APRIL 6

INTENSIVE 7·DAY SI1TING ('175) •..••••.••...••.••• FEB. 16.2}
(open to all but new students)

For information please contact:
PROVIDENCE ZEN CENTER

528 Pound Round

Cumberland, R.I. 02864
(401) 769-6464

PRIMARY POINT
WELCOMES LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: your agreements. disagreements. and
alternative viewpoints on the articles we run; as well as statements you may wish to

make on issues you feel will interest other readers.
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and eating in traditional temple style. Per
sonal interviews and Dharma talks are given
by the Zen teacher. Advance reservation is
necessary and requires a $10 non-re

fundable, deposit.
9O-Day Intensive Retreat (Kyol Che or

"Tight Dharma"): Conducted in total
silence, long intensive meditation retreats
are powerful tools for examining and

clarifying our lives. The daily schedule in
cludes 12 hours of sitting, bowing, chanting
and formal silent meals.

. Personal in
terviews and Dharma talks are given fre-'
quently. Registration is for 90 days, 21-day
periods or a one-week intensive. The School
offers three long Kyol Che's (one each in

Poland, Korea and the United States) and a

short three-week summer Kyol Che at Pro
vidence Zen Center. See schedule on this

page for details.

Chanting Retreats (Kido): Several times a

year chanting retreats are held. A Kido is
powerful training in keeping a one-pointed
mind and using group energy to deepen
awareness.

Membership: If you would like to become a

member of the Kwan Urn Zen School, you
may either contact the Zen center or affi
liate nearest you, or become a member-at
large by writing directly 'to the School. You
do not have to be a member to participate
in any of the training programs. However,
rates for members are reduced and include
a free subscription to the monthly NEWS
LETTER and the quarterly, PRIMARY
POINT. The most up-to-date calendar in
formation is in the NEWSLETTER Non-mem

bers can subscribe for $6.00 per year, and'
$10.00 per year for PRIMARY POINT.

November
1-3 Providence (GB)
8-10 New Haven (RS)

London* (SS)
12-13 Providence (special retreat led
by Dhyani Ywahoo of Sunray Medita
tion Society)
15-17 Cambridge (GB)

Chogye (RS)
Empty Gate (JP)
Kansas (LR)
Paris (SS)

22-24· Lexington (LR)
Tahlmah Sah (JP)

26 Openingof ,90 day Kyol Che at

Jung Hye Sah, Korea *(SS)

December

6-8 Cambridge (RS)
7 New Haven (GB)
7-13 Providence (LR)
14 Buddha's Enlightenment Day,
precepts, at Providence (SS)

January
\ 5· Opening Of 90 Kyol Che at

Providence (LR)
10-12 Empty Gate (SS)
17-19 Tabl Mah Sah (JP)
24-26 Seattle (55)
31- . Dharma Teacher Retreat at
Feb. 2 Empty Gate (SS)

Please call the appropriate Zen Center
to confirm these dates and teachers, and
make retreat reservations at least two

, weeks in advance. Retreat leaders are in
dicated by their initials: SS, Zen Master

Seung Sahn; GB, George Bowman; LR,
Lincoln Rhodes; JP, Jacob Perl; RS,
Richard Shrobe.

\

New Ipswich.�ew Hampshire 03071

Herbs + free price'list + Spices

* Contact Director, Kwan' Urn Zen

School, for details

Winter Kyol Cbe (LR)
Providence Zen Center

Jan. 5-26 First Period
Jan. �6-Feb. 16 Second Period
Feb. 16-23

.

Intensive Week
Feb. 23-Mar. 16 Third Period
Mar. 16-April6 Last Period

Registration is for a minimum of three
weeks, with the exception of the inten
sive week, which is open to all but new
students.

"Zen is understanding
ourselves and helping others

bll�1Un�C1t�S
m�b1c�-C:l0N suppues

Pants. Zafus • Mats. Incense. Buddhas
Malas • Benches. Books. Etc.

c/o Cambridge Zen Center, Dept. P
199 Auburn se, Cambridge,MA 02139

For
Catalog
Send $1.00

"

-Wholesale
&

Retail
(617) 492-4793
Me & Visa Accepted



FINDING YOUR SPOT

Continuedfrom page 3

one thing that has stayed with me. It was

winter, snowy and cold, and most of the
time I was by myself. There were some

people who stayed nearby and Came and
went, but there were long periods when I

was by myself. Often I'd be lonely, and all
kinds of thinking states would appear.
About two-thirds of the way through the

retreat I started to go to a particular tree

every afternoon around 4:30 after I finished
sitting. It was on top of the small mountain
in western Massachusetts where I was doing
the retreat. Called the look-out tree, it was
a big pine tree on the edge of a cliff. It had
branches in just the right places, like a step
ladder. It was very tall and you could climb
to the very top.
Near the top was a place where you could

sit and hang on to the tree. I started doing
this every day. I didn't know why. It just
seemed as if I needed to do that. It was my

spot. You could see for 40 or 50 miles.
Sometimes it would be really cold out and
the wind would be blowing the tree and I
would be hanging onto it, swaying back and

forth, just looking out.
.

Sometimes airplanes would go by, some
times geese. Through the woods I could see

a house a few miles away and sometimes
smoke would be coming out of the

chimney. I couldn't see any cars, hut I
could hear horns beeping once in a while, or
the buzz of a chain saw.

It was very comforting to me to go up to

that tree and see that the world was going
about its business the way I remembered it.

Being lonely, sometimes. I'd start thinking
about what it was like down there in that
house. Maybe they were having hot choco
late, One's mind does that sort of thing.
That's probably why I went to the tree, for
some companionship.
Once I even went there in the middle of a

snowstorm, climbed up and sat for half an
hour. I couldn't see much. But I faithfully
went there every day, made that a part of

my practice. And over a period of time

something happened that I wasn't even par
ticularly aware of, something about the
mind becoming still. Something like this has
to happen when we practice.
When we're part of the world, there's all

this: drive down the street and you can go
right into the movies, the shopping mall,
the pizza place, the liquor store, the kids,
the action. That's not good or bad, but with
all that happening, it's very hard for human
beings to perceive clearly and not get caught
up in all the activity. We're trying to make
sense of it, that's why we're here tonight.
And there's an incredible necessity to have
the mind become still enough so that it can
tell what's moving "out there" from what's
moving inside the mind. The only way we

can do that is to still the mind. If we can do

that, then maybe we can perceive what's ac

tually happening.
For most of us, the only way to do that

(I'm actually just speaking for myself) is to

frequently take away a lot of the junk. Here
at the monastery we're just left with the
trees and the birds and a very simple sche
dule, simple meals, simple everything. It's

going to be so simple that we won't be able
to blame anything on this situation. What
ever appears that is complicated is not from
this situation. We still won't believe that,
but it's true. We'll get a chance to see all
this activity in our mind, the coming and

going into the future and the past, rather
than just being here right now.

So we need to make some places that are
like the pine tree was for me. For the next

19 days, this monastery is going to be our

pine tree. And if this building isn't enough,
then go outside and find your spot out

there. This is where we're going to be, and
not being able to change that will help a lot.
So much of the day we spend at the con

trols, trying to change things so they'll hap
pen the way we'd like it, instead of just let
ting things happen.
Many things will happen to us during the

next three weeks. We' can try a lot of differ
ent responses and none of them will quite
do it. We need to do something about the

�mount of time our minds spend thinking
about the future and the past.
Some people will decide that practicing

Zen means "nobody's home," or that Zen

is freedom, or non-attachment. But what
ever you put in the blank after "Zen is ... "

is a mistake. We'll probably fill in that

blankanyway, but perhaps we won't have
to be so attached to our idea. Perhaps we

won't have to grab onto something to un

derstand and make something out of this
retreat.

So I'm very happy that someone went to

all the trouble to make this monastery. that
these trees went to the .trouble of growing
out there for us, that all the bugs came here
to live and do their thing. We dumb human

beings have to be reminded to use this pre
cious time, this precious situation, and not

to waste it on fantasy and dreaming. I hope
all of us can do that. Thank you. n

Lincoln Rhodes is Abbot of the Kwan
Urn Zen School and Providence Zen Center,
where he lives with his wife and two daugh
ters. He received his Ph.D. inbiochemistry
at M.I.T. in 1971, taught at universities and
did medical research. After meeting Soen
Sa Nim in 1973, he traveled extensively with
him and helped many Zen groups start their
own residential communities. When the
Providence Zen Center moved to Cumber
land 5 years ago, he designed and super-

.

vised the construction of several major
buildings, including a passive solar heated
meditation hall. He is supervising the design
and construction of the new Diamond Hill
Zen Monastery in Cumberland. He was

ordained a Bodhisattvamonk in 1982.

NEW ZEN GROUP IN PROVIDENCE
Three long-term residents of Providence

Zen Center recently moved into the city of
Providence and have started a branch Zen
group. Ellen Sidor, editor of PRIMARY
POINT, purchased a two-family house on

the East Side so that her teenage daughter
Inga could be closer to her school. They live
in the second floor apartment and have a

small Dharma room.
David and Shana Klinger, both very ac

tive Dharma Teachers for years in the deve

lopment of Providence Zen Center, live

downstairs with their one year old daughter
Mae. David, former PZC Do Gam (Vice
Abbot), was made a Senior Dharma Teach
er this July. Shana has held many positions
at PZC, including housernaster and finan
cial director. David is continuing his ap
prenticeship at the PZC Artisans Studios
with the Korean woodcarver Mr. Kim, and
Shana has been working as' a therapist.
With Ellen, they are sharing responsibility
for holding practice upstairs, which is six

mornings and three evenings a week. An un-

furnished third floor is being converted to

add a larger meditation room, bathroom
and bedroom. Once completed, this space
will make several rooms availahle for new

,residents who want to join the practicing
group.
The Klingers and Ellen have been discus

sing the project for several years and decid
ed it was time to try having a branch group
in the city which would be lower key and
more convenient for city residents, as well
as a way to attract new residents and retreat

participants for ,the main temple in Cum
berland. Since the Providence Zen Center
moved out to rural Cumberland six years

ago it had lost a number of formerly active
members who found the early hours and
difficult transportation to be obstacles.
Some of these old members have started re

appearing at the branch group and have ex

pressed gratitude that an in-town place to

practice has become available.
Since they have moved into the city, the

group has maintained close ties 'with Provi
dence Zen Center. Davy and Ellen are now

outside directors of PZC, and Ellen is con
tinuing as editor of the quarterly. An open
ing ceremony for the Zen group will be held
'when Soen Sa Nim returns to the East

.

Coast in December.
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"Try to be mindful, and let things
take their natural course. Then

your mind win become still in any

surroundings, like a clear forest

pool."

"You will reach a point
where the heart tells � ou

what to do-"
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